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Abstract

Orthopedic treatments are well proven approaches in modern medicine to deal with joint diseases. Although deployed as last resort, implantation of total joint replacements has already been established as standard procedure with growing numbers. Despite the clinical success, however, failure constitutes a substantial problem. Besides infection, loosening and fracture, postoperative instability prevails as a major complication in daily clinical practice. Both its obscurity and the severe consequences for patients, especially in case of dislocation, make it difficult for clinicians to find appropriate countermeasures. As treatment of affected joints most commonly ends in revision surgery with further drawbacks and risks, it is of great importance to prevent instability from the outset. Prevention, however, requires comprehension of underlying mechanisms and related factors influencing the process leading to instability. In this context, there is little evidence in how exactly soft tissue structures engage during dislocation of total hip replacements (THRs). The same applies to the dynamic effect of certain implant parameters. As regards total knee replacements (TKRs), it is still unclear how both ligament and muscular structures effect the process leading to erratic, adverse or excessive motion; not to mention the lack of precise definitions of associated mechanisms.

In order to obtain insights on these issues, biomechanical investigations are invaluable which at best cope with the demands of an in vivo analysis, even for instability-associated maneuvers. As measurements in patients are afflicted with ethical objections, the purpose of this work was to present a comprehensive approach capable of testing total joint stability under dynamic, reproducible and physiological conditions. The approach is based on a hardware-in-the-loop (HiL) simulation where the anatomic and physiological environment of the implant is extracted into a mathematical model. In this respect, rigid multibody systems are used which are suitable for real-time applications, and enable incorporation of ligament and muscular structures within an inverse or forward dynamics approach. Interaction between the model and the real implant components is achieved by a physical setup composed of an industrial robot equipped with a force-torque sensor and a compliant support with displacement sensors attached to. The robot applies motion and forces onto the implant components according to the boundary conditions delivered by the model using hybrid position-force control. The decision which direction runs in position or force control mode depends on the mechanical compliance of the real contact. The sensors measure the implant response which is transferred back to the model closing the HiL control loops.
An essential aspect of this approach was the development of multibody models which define physiological test conditions within the HiL environment as regards THR and TKR testing. The validation strategy for both configurations was to compare predicted joint loading against experimental data. For THR testing, a musculoskeletal model was developed which allowed for muscle force estimations based on an inverse dynamics approach whilst the HiL simulation is in progress. The outcomes for two common maneuvers of one subject were compared to data derived from three patients with instrumented THRs revealing good agreement in trend and magnitude. Concerning TKR testing, a multibody model was implemented into the HiL environment which emulated an experimental setup with an instrumented TKR. The outline of the model enabled direct comparison to the corresponding specimen-based measurements showing overall good correlation. Based on these results, it was inferred that the HiL test system was capable of replicating comparable THR dynamics as present in patients, and TKR kinematics and loading as given under in vitro conditions. In this sense, the HiL test system extends the repertoire of approaches commonly used in orthopedic research offering unique features. Mechanical and specimen-based test setups deliver real contact conditions, but entail difficulties concerning adequate incorporation of active muscle structures. In addition, human specimens make reproducible and comparable evaluations difficult due to time-dependent decay and individual variability. The problem of reproducibility and comparability appears to be circumvented by using model-based simulations. However, complex contact modeling is limited. Other approaches may promise physiological conditions by using prescribed load situations; though they neglect the impact of soft tissue interaction and parameter variations on musculoskeletal dynamics. These trade-offs are resolved within the HiL approach combining the advantages of real testing and model-based simulation.

Apart from proceeding optimization of the HiL test system, several challenges regarding THR stability can be addressed based on the current configuration. These include the dynamic influence of implant design and positioning, the contribution of muscular and capsular structures, or the performance of eccentric tripolar systems. In contrast, consideration of TKR instability at this stage may not comply with real load conditions present in affected patients. Substantial enhancement is seen in the implementation of a more complex ligament apparatus along with active muscle structures. In the long term, the HiL approach may not only contribute to THR and TKR stability, but may also assist in illuminating instability after total shoulder arthroplasty, or other failure mechanisms such as wear. The approach has the potential to support researchers, developers and surgeons alike in the advancement of implants and surgical techniques in case of primary, revision or tumor surgery.

**Keywords** HiL simulation, robot-based testing, multibody systems, musculoskeletal modeling, total hip replacement, total knee replacement, instability, dislocation, validation
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4.1 Functional principle of the HiL simulation for testing TKRs with respect to joint stability. Transfer between the multibody model and the physical setup is illustrated within the two control loops on kinematic and force level.

4.2 Experimental setup for testing human knee specimens regarding flexion/extension movements with an instrumented TKR, extracted from Kessler et al. [204].

4.3 Multibody model of the artificial knee joint for testing TKRs. a Multibody topology showing the minimal coordinates of the tibiofemoral and patellofemoral joint. b Measured and transferred coordinates in constrained directions of the TKR.

4.4 Multibody model of the artificial knee joint with incorporation of bone and ligament structures.

4.5 Configuration of the physical setup for testing TKRs. The TKR components are attached to mounting devices which are fixed to the end-effector of the robot and the compliant support, respectively.

4.6 Positioning of the femoral component with respect to the tibial inlay during the HiL Simulation.

4.7 Outcomes of the HiL simulation for the knee flexion movement. a Tibial rotation with respect to the femur described by Cardan angles. b Tibial knee joint reaction force predicted by the model given in the tibial reference frame. c Measured displacement of the femoral component with respect to the tibial reference frame. d Estimated reaction/friction torque given in the tibial reference frame.
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1 Introduction

Orthopedic treatments are well proven approaches in modern medicine to deal with joint diseases. The main indication requiring such medical interventions is osteoarthritis [7, 374, 375]; a degenerative disease that is characterized by damage to the cartilage in synovial joints and change in the subchondral bone [94]. After physical therapy, medication and other treatments [267], joint arthroplasty often remains the last resort to restore mobility and give pain relief to the patient. During this surgical procedure the articular surfaces affected by osteoarthritis are replaced by artificial implants.

Although joint arthroplasty is deployed as last link in the chain of orthopedic treatments, implantation of total joint replacements (TJRs) has already been established as standard procedure with growing numbers. This fact is underlined by considering primary hip and knee procedures performed in Europe and the United States over the last years (Fig. 1.1). Total hip replacements (THRs) implanted in 2010 yielded around 214,000 procedures in Germany [362], almost 77,000 in England, Wales and Northern Ireland [288], and over 328,000 in the United States [62]. In the same year, bicondylar total knee replacements (TKRs) reached numbers of around 158,000 procedures undertaken in Germany [362], 85,000 in England, Wales and Northern Ireland [288], and more than 719,000 in the United States [62].

![Fig. 1.1](image.png) Number of primary procedures performed in Germany [359–364], England, Wales and Northern Ireland [287, 288], and the United States [20, 58–62] a Primary total hip replacements. b Primary total knee replacements.
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Fig. 1.2 Number of revision procedures performed in Germany [359–364], England, Wales and Northern Ireland [287, 288], and the United States [20] a Revised total hip replacements. b Revised total knee replacements.

By 2030, Kurtz et al. [227] forecast up to 572,000 THR procedures and even 3.48 million TKR procedures performed in the United States alone. These trends and prospects reflect the enormous market potential for the medical-technical industry, but at the same time the rising costs to be borne by national health care systems.

In spite of the clinical success, failure of artificial joints poses a substantial problem after total joint arthroplasty. Beyond mobility and pain relief, good clinical outcomes of TJRs comprise sufficient osteointegration, stability of the joint conjunction and a healing process free of complications. However, these demands cannot always be met in the long term which leads to revision surgery (Fig. 1.2). Studies reported that after ten years more than 5% of all primary THRs [373] and about 4% of all primary TKRs implanted [375] fail due to complications. Infection is a common problem for all kinds of surgery. Wear and abrasion of articulating surfaces deteriorate joint functionality but also release particles into the periprosthetic tissue. Resulting wear debris provokes an inflammatory environment which enhances osteolysis due to cellular responses [1]. Subsequent aseptic loosening of implant components or bone fracture follows from this process [161, 162]. Moreover, excessive stress in the bone bed may also entail aseptic loosening and implant breakage [13], especially when material or manufacturing defects are present.

Infection, loosening, wear and fracture constitute between 50% and up to 70% of all revision procedures performed after ten-years observation periods, depending on the study quoted [12, 374, 375]. However, their underlying mechanisms appear in all TJRs, rather autonomously from the joint characteristics. The remaining percentage denote complications related to biomechanical aspects of the specific joint. These will be considered in more detail for THRs and TKRs in the following.
1.1 Dislocation of Total Hip Replacements

A decennial observation performed by the Swedish Hip Arthroplasty Register in 2011 [374] reported that 26.4% of all THR revisions were correlated to dislocation; an instability phenomena where the artificial hip joint is separated with disastrous consequences for affected patients (Fig. 1.3). In a survey evaluating over 50,000 revisions within one year [44], 22.5% were related to dislocation and 14.1% to other mechanical problems or complications. Other researchers allocated 19.9% of about 11,000 cases summarized from 1999 to 2011 to prosthetic dislocation [12]. Furthermore, it was documented that patients are at higher risk to suffer from a dislocated hip especially right after surgery [373]. These findings illustrate that instability related complications such as dislocation constitute a prevailing cause for THR revision besides infection and loosening. At first glance, this appears to be quite surprising since dislocation denotes a phenomenon rarely seen in healthy hip joints. Hence, the question arises what distinguishes artificially replaced from native hip joints.

The native hip joint consists of the articulation between two bone segments: femur and pelvis [147, 341]. The femoral head is positioned within the pelvic acetabulum according to the congruency of the articulating contact surfaces which are covered by cartilage. Due to the contact, the relative mobility of both joint partners is constrained against each other in all three translational directions. Spanning from the acetabular rim to the area around the intertrochanteric line of the femur the hip joint is surrounded by capsular structures [396]. These comprise complex ligamentous systems with interconnected fiber bundles [141], which guarantee stable translational coupling on the one hand [179, 190, 365]. On the other hand, the ligamentous systems restrain movement in rotational directions [141, 255, 396]. The rotations are generated by adjacent muscles whereas several muscle groups incorporate not only the

![Fig. 1.3 Implied primary THR. a Components of a standard THR. b Radiograph of a dislocated THR.](image)
hip joint [147,341]. Hence, movement and loading between femur and pelvis is determined by a dynamic equilibrium based on inertial and gravitational forces of the bone segments, contact forces between the cartilage surfaces, and soft tissue forces from the capsular and muscle structures.

In preoperative planning, the surgeon chooses which implant type to take, where to place the implant components and how to access the surgical site. A standard uncemented THR usually consists of four parts separated into two components: stem and head on the femoral site, and cup and inlay on the pelvic site. The design of the stem emulates the shape of the native proximal femur, with design parameters such as neck-to-shaft angle (also known as CCD angle), neck diameter and neck length. The spherical shaped head is attached to the stem taper where the mounting depth depends on the femoral offset. On the pelvic site, the cup roughly approximates the acetabulum by a hemispherical form. The inner diameter of the inserted inlay correlates with the head. Moreover, the head coverage of the acetabular component defines the center of rotation with respect to the pelvic segment. During surgery, soft tissue is incised in accordance with the surgical approach [26,394]. Thus, muscular and capsular structures are damaged or even resected from their attachment sites. The femoral head is resected to allow setting of the stem into the femoral medullary canal. The procedure follows positioning parameters such as setting depth and stem antetorsion with respect to the femur. Likewise, the cup is placed into the prepared acetabulum and orientated by inclination and anteversion angles [282].

After implantation, there are several changes compared to the native hip joint. First, design and positioning parameters may shift the center of rotation with respect to the bone segments altering the geometric proportions within the skeletal system. As a consequence, the kinematics of the whole skeletal system may be modified whether intentional due to biomechanical reasoning or not. The vast range of motion (RoM) observed in healthy hip joints [193] may be restricted additionally when, for instance, the cup overlaps the acetabulum. Furthermore, the new geometric proportions may vary laxity or pretension of capsular structures and lever arms of the muscles. Second, each surgical intervention bears a risk of impairing nerve fibers leading to functional deficiency of muscle groups. Soft tissue may remain resected or damaged if not repaired by the surgeon. Further bone loss in case of revision or tumor surgery leads to weakness of more capsular and muscular structures. All these issues may inflict changes in motion and load distribution on the hip joint.

As these considerations seem to be quite obvious, numerous clinicians summarized potential risk factors which may contribute to instability phenomena [74,120,194,212,278,279,308,335,422]. Most of these factors were classified into categories in order to establish treatment protocols for dislocated THRs: positional with no identifiable abnormality, soft tissue imbalance and component malposition [104,105,323]. Cup orientation has been controversially discussed to be one of the most critical factors [36,202,205,240,261,300,422]. The discus-
1.1 Dislocation of Total Hip Replacements

Dislocation is enforced by the fact that there are usually deviations between preoperative planning and postoperative outcomes [95, 191]. However, varying reference frames in describing cup orientation impede comparison and evidence concerning safe cup placement [282, 421, 430]. Further analyses [120, 174, 194] suggested that cup anteversion should be regarded in combination with stem antetorsion. Other orthopedic surgeons reported differences in clinical outcomes depending on the choice of surgical approach [87, 203, 229, 326, 392]. Especially, the posterior approach appears to be afflicted with higher dislocation rates when no soft tissue repair is performed [185, 306, 353, 407]. Other studies [152, 315] indicated successful outcomes as regards hip stability by implanting an unconstrained tripolar system. While these retrospective interpretations give directions to involved risk factors, clinical studies still remain ambiguous in explaining why and how dislocations occur.

According to Amstutz et al. [3] contact between the rim of the cup/inlay and the endoprosthetic neck may elevate dislocation risk and rim wear. This component-to-component impingement determines the technical RoM of THRs for given design and positioning parameters, which should be sufficient for hip joint motion during daily living activities. Hence, researchers investigated the largest possible RoM before impingement occurs considering parameters such as implant design [23, 151, 159, 224, 225], cup orientation [23, 103, 214, 226, 261, 431], head size [52, 65], head-neck ratio [3, 103], neck-to-shaft angle [413] and stem antetorsion [214]. Motivated by clinical investigations mentioned above, cup orientation was associated with stem antetorsion in mathematical formulations to gain optimal RoM and compatible positioning [182, 414, 432]. Ko et al. [217] extended the search for optimal stem and cup placement by taking optimization techniques and daily living activities into account. Furthermore, it was found that component-to-component impingement turns into bone-to-bone impingement by increasing femoral head size [24, 345].

Although recurrent impingement can be regarded as failure mechanism alone due to substantial damage found in THR retrievals [235, 351], it does not necessarily presage dislocation. Nicholas et al. [291] detected a change in torque during contact of the prosthetic neck with the cup rim depending on the cup/inlay design. Further studies based on mechanical setups [14, 15, 119, 207, 209] or the finite element method (FEM) [215, 343–345] analyzed THR stability under idealized load and movement conditions. Their outcomes revealed that additional angular motion is required beyond the instant of first impingement before frank dislocation occurs. During this subluxation process the femoral head is levered out which is characterized by a resisting torque rising due to two contact points and dropping towards dislocation. Hence, the magnitude of the resisting torque often served as quantity and indicator for this type of dislocation mechanism.

In order to examine joint stability closer to reality, those assessments needed to be expanded by introducing physiologically more reasonable conditions. In this sense, motion analyses indicated postoperative asymmetries between the operated and contralateral side.
in THR patients during gait and stair-climbing [131, 230]. On the contrary, Lamontagne et al. [231] observed similar patterns in hip joint kinetics between THR patients and healthy subjects for seating and rising maneuvers. Since instrumented THRs enable measurements in patients, the postoperative loading on the hip joint has been gathered for a variety of activities [34, 80, 81, 115, 220, 332]. Bergmann et al. [33] provided synchronized data from movement analyses for several patients in addition to the force measurements. By analyzing unexpected stumbling of instrumented patients, Bergmann et al. [35] concluded that the mechanical functionality of muscles and bones works in a well-adjusted and optimized manner which is reflected by a nearly invariant force direction during high loading found throughout all activities. Based on this biomechanical groundwork, other researchers were able to validate their musculoskeletal models against present in vivo data to predict realistic hip joint forces for routine activities using optimization techniques [5, 46, 171, 254, 273, 274, 303, 358]. Several studies using such models also reported changes in muscle loading with alterations of positioning and design parameters which impact the location of the hip joint center with respect to the pelvic or femoral bone [83, 84, 170, 238, 239]. Since then it is well known that muscular forces significantly contribute on THR joint loading.

By including static muscle forces into their specimen-based experimental setup, Bartz et al. [24] and Scifert et al. [345] observed a second dislocation mechanism besides the impingement driven one: spontaneous separation due to traction forces. Higa et al. [180] indicated spontaneous dislocation under passive conditions to occur at cup anteversion angles above $10^\circ$ for flexion movements with high adduction and internal rotation. Other researchers introduced realistic motion data and compliant hip joint forces derived from musculoskeletal models to simulate dislocation scenarios [208, 283, 284]. Pedersen et al. [304] illuminated Lewinnek et al.’s safe zone for cup placement [240] in view of activity dependent load cases accounting for both dislocation mechanisms. Their study made clear to distinguish between impingement and dislocation avoidance. Using the same approach for selected maneuvers, further studies revealed declined dislocation resistance for increased lip radii of the inlay owing to decreased head coverage [113], elevated risk for obesity patients due to thigh-to-thigh contact induced spontaneous separation [112], and compromised stability benefits for head sizes beyond 40 mm with intensified wear potential at the taper [110]. Beyond that, Elkins et al. [111] defined landing zones for optimal cup placement with varying head size and stem antetorsion by addressing both dislocation and bearing wear mechanisms. They inferred from their substantial analyses that almost no improvement is gained with the use of larger heads in light of maximizing stability and minimizing wear.

Due to the discussion concerning soft tissue repair (compare above), researches [268,355] evaluated the effect of reattached muscular and capsular structures with respect to dislocation by using full-leg specimens, indicating enlarged resistance under repair. Elkins et al. [114] validated a FEM based model of a THR surrounded by capsular tissue against specimen data
from a mechanical setup to evaluate the contribution of the capsule to THR stability. Their subsequent FEM analysis for a sit-to-stand maneuver associated to dislocation exposed a dramatic loss in the resisting torque from an intact or well-repaired to a defected capsule. The outlined studies document that several biomechanical insights have been gained concerning THR dislocation. Design as well as positioning parameters define the technical RoM up to impingement. The process until final separation of the joint partners is well understood whereas two distinct mechanisms could be identified. Under these aspects, the risk of dislocation was investigated for associated load conditions with variation of certain parameters such as cup orientation, head size and head coverage. Furthermore, it was shown that the capsule is capable of providing additional resistance against dislocation. Nevertheless, dislocation still is one of the major causes for revision surgery. The reason for this circumstance is that there is still little evidence of the exact contribution of active and passive soft tissue structures to the dislocation process, whether intact, repaired or defected. This is especially the case when design and positioning parameters such as CCD angle or stem antetorsion change the geometric proportions of the skeletal system and hence overall musculoskeletal dynamics. Moreover, not all implant types such as tripolar, modular or revision systems have been subjected to thorough investigations.

1.2 Instability of Total Knee Replacements

Biomechanical complications after total knee arthroplasty comprise many different sources. The Swedish Knee Arthroplasty Register [375] considered about 2,800 revised subjects in a ten-year period identifying 19 % of the cases related to patellar problems, more than 13 % to instability and around 7 % to non-specified complications. A follow-up study including 909 revision procedures [195] listed 15.3 % patellar complications, 12.0 % malposition, 2.5 % dislocation and 35.2 % unspecified causes including instability. Schroer et al. [340] analyzed 844 revisions of six orthopedic institutions with 18.7 % of the cases due to instability, 6.6 % due to malalignment and 4.1 % due to patella revision. In accordance with Dalury et al. [79], the authors registered instability even as major cause of failure with 25.2 % by regarding only revisions less than two years after primary surgery. These findings underline that instability constitutes a predominant cause for TKR revision (Fig. 1.4), especially in an early stage. However, the various outcomes from study to study also illustrate that there is a high level of uncertainty to specify biomechanical causes for revision. One reason for these inconsistencies may arise from the fact that the TKR complications mentioned are strongly interconnected and lack of precise definition. Another reason why it is difficult to clearly categorize TKR failures may persist in the complexity of the knee joint per se and the changes present after surgery.
1 Introduction

The native knee joint consists of three bone segments (tibia, femur and patella) and comprises two cartilaginous articulations [147, 341]. On the one hand, the patellofemoral joint characterizes the gliding contact between the retropatellar surface and the femoral trochlea situated between the femoral condyles. Due to the congruency of both contacting surfaces, the patella is geometrically guided along a translational path through the trochlear groove during tibiofemoral flexion/extension [2,176]. Medial and lateral soft tissue restraints further couple the patella to the femoral and tibial segment, the iliotibial tract and the menisci [72, 92, 264, 265, 294, 380]. As part of the extensor mechanism, the patella connects the quadriceps femoris muscle to the tibia via the patellar ligament. Due to the patellar deflection along the trochlear groove, the quadriceps muscle is able to apply an increased torque on the tibia to generate tibial extension.

On the other hand, the tibiofemoral joint describes the articulations between the medial and lateral condyles of the tibia and the femur, respectively, splitting the joint into two compartments. The contact surfaces of both femoral condyles are circular in shape with increasing curvature in anterior direction from a mediolateral view. Whereas the medial condyle of the tibia exhibits a slightly concave surface which appears to be somewhat congruent to its counterpart, the lateral condyle exhibits a convex form in the sagittal plane. Each compartment is filled with one meniscus attached to the tibial side which increases the contact area between the condyles. Due to the mismatch between the contacting surfaces in the two compartments, the relative mobility between the two bone segments are only constraint in one translational direction along the tibial shaft and one rotational as the two contact points impede tibial adduction/abduction.

A crucial part of the tibiofemoral joint is an intricate ligament apparatus reinforcing and enclosing the joint capsule [75, 143, 160, 169, 232–234, 380, 405]. Given the anatomic cir-
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cumstances, it is essential for restraining and stabilizing relative motion in the tibiofemoral joint [11]: The primary resistance against anterior tibial displacement and drawer arises from the anterior cruciate ligament [53, 143, 334]. Other structures such as the iliotibial tract [53, 426] and the collateral ligaments [53, 325, 334, 372] limit larger anterior translation when the anterior cruciate ligament is deficient or absent. The posterior cruciate ligament is the primary restraint against posterior translation especially during flexion [53, 143, 145, 149]. If sectioned, all structures of the posterolateral corner [53, 145, 149, 391] as well as the posterior oblique ligament [309, 325] prevent larger posterior tibial displacements. Tight enclosure of the compartments by crucial and collateral ligaments minimize medial or lateral translations. Medial opening of the joint due to abduction (valgus) is mainly impeded by the medial collateral ligament [148, 325]. Tibial adduction (varus) is restricted by both the lateral collateral ligament and the structures of the posterolateral corner [145, 148, 149]. In this context, some researchers emphasize the importance of the popliteofibular ligament as major restraint [259, 391]. Furthermore, the combination of the anterior cruciate ligament, the lateral collateral ligament and the posterolateral structures governs internal rotation [145, 247]. External rotation is almost equally restrained by the lateral collateral ligament and the posterolateral corner [145, 149], especially the popliteofibular ligament [391]. Further loss of the posterior cruciate ligament increases external rotation [145, 149]. In full passive extension, the tibia is compulsory rotated externally due to tightening of the cruciate ligaments and the shape of the articulating surfaces [140]. This terminal rotation is reversed by activation of the popliteus muscle [169].

These considerations make clear that the ligamentous structures, single or in combination, play an important role in governing knee joint motion and guaranteeing its functionality. This means that passive ligament forces mainly contribute to patello- and tibiofemoral dynamics besides contact interactions, inertial and gravitational forces of the bone segments, and active muscle forces. As a result, the native knee joint shows particular kinematic characteristics. Pinskerova et al. [314] identified in both in vitro and in vivo analyses that posterior femoral translation with respect to the tibial plateau (so-called femoral rollback) mainly occurs in the lateral compartment and relates only to the movement of the contact points. As the medial femoral condyle rather tended to slide, they concluded that tibiofemoral motion is composed of flexion movements accompanied by femoral external rotation. Their findings were consistent to the studies of Blankevoort and co-workers [41, 42] who defined limits of internal/external rotation at each degree of flexion within which rather unconstrained motion is possible. Hence, the tibiofemoral joint may be considered as a joint with two degrees of freedom where adduction/abduction and the three translations are constrained directions with elastic compliance. Other studies [167, 387] documented that these joint characteristics also affect patellar kinematics and loading.
Total knee arthroplasty implicates several substantial changes compared to native knee characteristics. A bicondylar TKR consists of a femoral component, an inlay and a tibial tray. The design of the femoral component emulates the shape of the native proximal femur including the condyles and the trochlear groove, with design parameters such as condylar frontal, distal and posterior radii. The inlay (fixed or mobile bearing) is attached to the tibial tray and replicates the tibial plateau. Depending on the design its condyles conform more or less to the condylar radii of the femoral component. In general, surgeons can choose between four types of TKRs with varying component constraint [277]: Posterior cruciate retaining (PCR) TKRs where only the anterior cruciate ligament is sacrificed and which remain rather unconstrained; posterior stabilized (PS) implants where in addition the posterior cruciate ligament is replaced by a cam-post mechanism; varus-valgus constrained (VVC) implants with further limited rotational motion by a taller post guided along a deep femoral box; and rotating hinge implants which reduce the tibiofemoral joint to one degree-of-freedom in flexion/extension.

Although TKRs may vary in design and shape from brand to brand, the choice of the implant type already predefines the contact dynamics in both the patello- and tibiofemoral joint. Highly constrained implants may in fact substitute functionality of the ligament apparatus and therefore promise joint stability [260]. But they may provoke additional constraint forces at the implant-bone interface. Furthermore, standard surgical approaches such as the medial parapatellar approach require incision of patellar soft tissue restraints and the quadriceps tendon [336]. Despite excellent exposition of the surgical site they may entail patellar or other complications. Before TKR fixation, large bone resections on the femoral and tibial side are performed, defining the flexion and extension gaps into which the TKR components are to be placed [322]. They also predispose the orientation and alignment of the components and the joint line of the TKR [427]. During TKR implantation it is well accepted that ligament balancing plays a decisive role for a positive functional outcome. Any error during implant selection, bone resection as well as ligament balancing may contribute to ligament laxity or contracture, TKR malalignment and/or occurrence of additional space during flexion/extension movements. Moreover, all factors mentioned may inflict alterations in kinematics, muscle and joint loading within the lower limb.

Since TKR surgery represents a massive intervention to the knee, orthopedic surgeons are well aware of the challenges mentioned associated with a stable joint conjunction when using rather unconstrained implants. Nevertheless, instability phenomena still appear difficult to be clarified in daily clinical practice. Affected patients report from experiences such as a "giving way" feeling or "buckling" of their knee [122, 393]. Several instability patterns were described in retrospective studies [122, 263, 298, 342, 348, 383, 402, 403] reaching from subtle translational insufficiencies over severe valgus or hyperextension (genu recurvatum) positions to infrequent, complete dislocations. Pietsch et al. [313] summarized numerous influencing
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Factors including axial or rotational deviations, surgical errors in bone resection or soft tissue release and wrong choice of implant type or tibial inlay. Other clinicians [32,122,146,327,348,356,393] listed several underlying causes besides ligamentous insufficiencies such as mismatch of the flexion/extension gaps, deficient extensor mechanism, malposition and malalignment of components and inadequate TKR design. Many of these causes also comprise patellofemoral complications [31, 48, 109]. Given these potential influencing factors and causes, instability phenomena were classified according to their occurrence into asymmetrical (varus-valgus) or symmetrical instability in extension, midflexion or anteroposterior instability in flexion and global instability [221,276,299,327,393,427].

The clinical surveys and categorizations outlined above display a fundamental confusion arising with the term "instability". Ligamentous insufficiency, generally the cause of an unstable native knee joint, does not necessarily coincide with TKR instability. Nevertheless, it appears to be the basis of the clinical perception that instability is more related to kinematic indications than to mechanical stability [11, 286, 327]; such as larger translational and/or angular displacements in otherwise constrained directions with certain elastic compliance, or excessive motion along the free directions. Also, the term refers to phenomena on the artificial tibiofemoral rather than the patellofemoral joint; notwithstanding the fact that patellofemoral instability such as patellar subluxation or dislocation certainly compromises functionality of the extensor mechanism and, in return, tibiofemoral dynamics. This clinical perception, however, requires a deep understanding of how normal kinematics and loading of a stable TKR look like and where instability begins, in particular when using PCR or PS implants.

In this context, motion analyses revealed abnormal knee kinematics and muscular activity of TKR patients compared to healthy subjects [6,30,253,262,271,371], despite functional improvement between pre and post surgery [184]. Since motion capturing systems are limited in illuminating the relative motion of the components in more detail, numerous studies placed emphasis on fluoroscopic techniques for in vivo investigations [157,183]. Using fluoroscopy kinematic effects adverse to the normal knee were observed such as variable condylar lift-off [91,187,366] and opposite axial rotation patterns [21,90,366]. Stiehl et al. [368] recognized erratic and non-reproducible anteroposterior femoral translation as well as abnormal patellar mobility during flexion of PCR knees. This type of implant additionally showed a posterior position in extension, anterior translation during midflexion and a limited RoM, contrary to native knees [89,368]. Bellemans et al. [29] detected impingement between the tibial inlay and the femoral back impeding larger flexion in the majority of their examined PCR patients. Aberrant kinematic patterns also persisted when using mobile bearing inlays instead of fixed inlays [66,367,404]. In contrast to that, PS implants with the cam-post mechanism generally indicated a more physiological performance [88,257], whereas further improvements were reported by using higher conformity between the articulating surfaces [9,121], asymmetric
designs [55] or mobile bearing inlays [85]. Likewise, more physiological kinematics were observed in PCR knees with asymmetric designs of the femoral component [57,218] or the tibial inlay [269]. Although surgical factors such as tibial slope also influences tibiofemoral kinematics [56], these studies underscore that implant type and specific design features essentially contribute to overall TKR performance.

For a complete picture of TKR dynamics, researchers developed instrumented knee endoprostheses that enabled force measurements in vivo. Taylor and co-workers [376, 377] were the first to estimate forces and torques at the knee using a distal femoral replacement equipped with a rotating hinge joint. Based on cruciate retaining and sacrificing implants, a variety of daily and recreational activities were investigated with regard to axial forces [98, 99] or complete load data [96, 101, 168, 228]. The use of different implant types and designs, however, make the transfer from one study to the other difficult. Further studies examined the contact mechanics by including kinematic data, indicating greater contact forces in the medial compartment for several activities [281, 388, 438]. The load distribution was found to correlate with the TKR alignment in the frontal plane [154]. Apart from daily activities, intraoperative force measurements displayed that substantial soft tissue balancing, including recuts and soft tissue release, is required after the initial bone cuts to avoid imbalance [97]. Although in vivo measurements provided the groundwork on TKR dynamics, they are not suitable to consider instability scenarios due to ethical reasoning. Therefore, specimen-based testing has been widely used for assessing TKR kinematics and stability under the influence of surrounding soft tissue. Analogous to the fluoroscopic studies aforementioned, TKRs were analyzed with respect to kinematics of rotating and mobile bearings [102,370], effect of femoral and inlay design [50,369,408,409] and functionality of the cam-post mechanism of PS implants [242,243,295]. Even though native knee mechanics may not be fully restored by PCR or PS designs, researchers [244,280] stressed the essential role of a well-functioning posterior cruciate ligament or cam-post mechanism, respectively. According to Yildirim et al. [429] certain improvements could also be obtained by design features which affect the guidance of motion. Besides implant designs, it was substantiated that an internal rotated and/or a medial shifted femoral component deteriorates varus-valgus stability during flexion [8], and causes patellar maltracking [319,320]. An external malrotated femoral component was seen to restrict rotations in the same direction [285]. Furthermore, elevation of the joint line was demonstrated to augment laxity during midflexion [256] and adversely affect patellofemoral contact mechanics [129]. Werner et al. [406] noted that variations in varus-valgus alignment of the tibial tray resulted in an unequal pressure distribution between the two compartments. The authors also noticed unacceptable adduction/abduction patterns with slightly lax collateral ligaments which highlights the importance of correct ligament tensioning to provide varus-valgus but also rotational stability [410]. Generally, TKR implantation led to different ligamentous strains [86,251] and an increase of required quadriceps force [296],
compared to native knees. Several studies [198, 258, 333, 411] considered soft tissue release to be an effective tool in treating ligament contractures if performed in consideration of their function on knee stability. Other analyses suggested that soft tissue tension could be reduced by an increased tibial slope [297], a thinner tibial inlay [251] or a PS implant [292], at least for larger flexion angles.

For deeper insights on relevant factors influencing TKRs dynamics other methods have been employed which allow analyses on a reproducible and comparable base. Distraction tests on rotating hinge TKRs confirmed the suspected risk of instability and dislocation for shorter stems with large tapers [401]. By using mechanical test setups researchers compared TKR functionality of varying implant types and designs quantifying significant differences in relative movements [93, 153, 397, 398]. Luger et al. [250] ascertained the tendency of a low conformity PCR design to anterior subluxation as well as immoderate external/internal rotation under low compressive loads without restraints. Likewise, multibody system (MBS) models based on standards for constraint testing were developed to assess the kinematic behavior of a PCR implant [275], and find an optimized PCR design under predefined load situations [416]. Piazza et al. [312] concluded from an analytical approach that posterior tibial slope diminishes femoral rollback in PS implants due to reduced cam-post interactions.

Beyond that, researchers developed MBS or FEM models validated against in vitro test setups. Whereas plenty of studies focused on describing the contact mechanics and dynamics of various implant types and designs [17, 18, 22, 100, 117, 123, 126, 155, 248, 433, 437], others investigated parameters impacting both joint mechanics and stability. Femoral malrotation was proven to cause patellar maltracking and hence malalignment of the extensor mechanism [71, 124, 204]. It also induces varus/valgus alignment during flexion elevating collateral ligament forces [382]. Sensitivity analyses on PS and rotating hinge TKRs [186, 310] demonstrated that TKR kinematics and contact forces can be easily altered by positioning and anatomical parameters, irrespective of the implant type. Fitzpatrick and co-workers [127, 128] extended such common parameter variations by considering the impact of most conceivable design, surgical and subject-specific parameters on TKR mechanics. According to their probabilistic evaluations, the radii of the femoral condyle, the joint line position, tibial slope and varus-valgus alignment were most influential parameters besides subject-specific ones. They also pointed out that there is a strong correlation between surgical parameters and ligament forces, as widely accepted among surgeons. Zelle et al. [436] recognized in a couple of their FEM simulations the tibial inlay to anteriorly lift off from the tray, or the femoral component to subluxate by excessively rolling back and rotating internally; both phenomena were observed in simulations with an overtight posterior cruciate ligament. In cases of normal or low ligament tension, the authors even noticed anterior femoral translation as described earlier. This specific instability pattern could be attributed by Clary et al. [67] to PCR implant designs where the radii of the femoral condyles abruptly drop in posterior direction.
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The same study also outlined that the amount of anteroposterior translation is governed by the conformity of the tibial inlay.

As for the hip joint, more and more musculoskeletal models have been established to evaluate tibiofemoral [5, 142, 164, 206, 210, 246, 249, 274, 311, 378, 381, 417] but also patellofemoral [349, 384] joint dynamics incorporating active muscular forces. The quoted models were generally validated against motion analysis, electromyogram (EMG) as well as contact force data derived from TKR patients. Heller et al. [173] demonstrated that extreme varus or valgus alignment elevated tibiofemoral joint reaction forces and shifted the adduction/abduction torque within their model-based study. Elevation of the joint line could be correlated to an increase in tibiofemoral and especially patellofemoral loading during daily activities [219]. By considering the load distribution between the two compartments, other studies [350, 417] revealed the role of muscle and ligament forces to counterbalance the adduction torque in the knee joint which would otherwise lead to unloading of the lateral compartment. In this way, quadriceps, hamstring and gastrocnemii muscles were shown to essentially contribute to knee stability in the frontal plane.

All these biomechanical studies highlight the tremendous effort spent to gain insights on TKR functionality and improvements in their overall performance. That way, kinematic patterns were detected, such as anterior femoral translation, opposite internal/external rotation or condylar lift-off, erratic or adverse to the native knee. For obtaining comparable joint kinematics, it is well substantiated that several design and surgical factors have a deep impact on tibiofemoral dynamics. These include femoral radii and tibial conformity on the one hand, and varus-valgus alignment, femoral rotation, tibial slope and joint line position on the other hand. The same accounts for the imperative of well-balanced collateral ligaments, and a well-functioning posterior cruciate ligament for PCR implants. Apart from these investigations, however, there is almost no biomechanical evidence on instability phenomena and patterns seen clinically, let alone their quantification. One potential reason for this lies in the fact that deeper insights on these issues require analyses of instability-associated maneuvers with incorporation of passive and active soft tissue structures; a demand not yet addressed by present testing or simulation methods. In this sense, the exact contribution of ligaments and muscles remains rather unknown to the process leading to erratic or excessive motion, subluxation or frank dislocation, regardless of whether intact, incised or released. This is intensified by clinical notions that certain design and surgical parameters, known to influence TKR kinematics and loading, may provoke instability patterns in patients. Moreover, further constrained implant types such as VVC or rotating hinge implants have not been evaluated in-depth as regards their effect on joint stability.
1.3 Aims and Scope of the Work

Instability after total joint arthroplasty remains a challenging complication to deal with in daily clinical practice. Both the obscurity often related to this type of joint failure and the severe consequences for patients, especially in case of dislocation, make it difficult for clinicians to find appropriate countermeasures. As treatment of affected joints most commonly ends in revision surgery with further drawbacks and risks, it is of major interest to prevent instability phenomena in the first place. Prevention, however, requires comprehension of underlying mechanisms and decisive factors influencing the instability process. In order to obtain insights on these issues, biomechanical investigations are invaluable which at best cope with the demands of in vivo analyses. More precisely, this would mean to capture the dynamics of the replaced joint or the complete musculoskeletal system involved, respectively, even for maneuvers where instability phenomena are likely to occur. With this prerequisite it is clear that testing on TJR patients is out of question.

In fact, much has been achieved by means of test and simulation methods commonly accepted among biomechanical researchers. The major failure mechanisms related to THR dislocation were identified along with contributing factors such as specific motion patterns, implant design and positioning parameters (see chapter 1.1). Factors impacting TKR kinematics and loading have been highlighted in a series of diverse studies that are closely related to tibiofemoral joint stability. Potential TKR instability patterns were also spotted like paradoxical anteroposterior translation, adverse rotations or lift-off phenomena (see chapter 1.2). However, there is still little evidence on the dynamic interdependencies between the implant components and the anatomic environment during instability events in vivo. This especially applies on the response of surrounding soft tissues including passive ligament and capsular structures as well as active muscles. In this context, all studies and approaches on THR or TKR stability entail certain shortcomings, such that reliable and reproducible analyses are scarce meeting the demands mentioned.

The purpose of this work is to present a comprehensive approach which is capable of testing TJR stability under dynamic, reproducible and physiological conditions. The approach is based on a hardware-in-the-loop (HiL) simulation where a robotic physical setup interacts with a mathematical model. Functionality of the physical setup [119, 175] and appropriate control modes for use in HiL simulations [177, 196, 197] was verified in previous works. Therefore, the main objective within this work is the validation of the HiL test system. This includes the development of specific biomechanical models which define physiological test conditions with regard to THR and TKR testing. Certainly, there is no direct comparison possible to instability or even dislocation events of affected patients. On this account, an alternative validation strategy is followed within this work. For testing THRs, the HiL test system is validated against in vivo data retrieved from normal patient activities. Due to
the significant contribution of the ligaments to knee stability, the validation for TKR testing focuses primarily on a physiological replication of TKR dynamics compared to in vitro conditions.

Given these aims, the scope of this work comprises first the basic concept and underlying principles of the HiL simulation for testing TJRs, in extension to the compendious descriptions in previous works [175, 177, 196, 197]. This is followed by a brief overview of all components of the physical setup as well as the control mode and architecture used. The mathematical theory for biomechanical modeling is outlined in more detail based on a MBS formulation. The second part of the work is addressed to dynamic testing of THRs. It comprehends the functional principle of the HiL simulation used for THR testing and the establishment of a musculoskeletal model based on motion analyses. The chapter finalizes with HiL simulations that are validated against in vivo data derived from THR patients. In a similar manner, dynamic testing of TKRs is introduced in the third part, with representation of a MBS model of the artificial knee joint and validation of the HiL test system against data from an in vitro study. Finally, the application of HiL simulations as a novel testing tool is discussed in the light of common test and simulation methods. The discussion also illuminates the outcomes and limitations of the HiL simulations presented along with potential contributions to the current state of research concerning THR and TKR instability. Conclusions based on the HiL test system at this stage and an outlook on prospective projects complete this work.
2 HiL Simulation for Testing Total Joint Replacements

The underlying concept of how HiL simulations can be utilized for TJR testing is depicted at the beginning of this chapter. The description expands succinct presentations given in previous works [175, 177, 196, 197]. This is followed by an introduction of the physical setup including an industrial robot, along with the control strategy and architecture implemented. Concerning the mathematical model, rigid multibody systems are used to deliver the boundary conditions for the physical setup. Within this modeling approach, bones are treated as non-deformable bodies which are mutually linked by idealized joints. The approach is chosen as MBS models are particularly suitable for real-time applications such as HiL simulations [337], in contrast to FEM models. The MBS formulation presented is based on the theoretical background in the literature [338, 339, 420]. Emphasis is placed on its application on musculoskeletal modeling which allows for consideration of soft tissue structures.

2.1 Concept of HiL Simulations

Testing of real components requires boundary conditions which resemble at best the real environment of the components in situ. However, realistic boundary conditions may often be not applicable due to environmental complexity or lack of appropriate input data impeding real testing within an experimental setup alone. One way to overcome these difficulties is to follow a hardware-in-the-loop approach. During such an approach, the performance of real components is evaluated in a mathematically or often numerically described environment which is simulated on a process computer [188]. Both real component and process computer interact within closed control loops such that the in situ environment is approximated by the computed environment. In this manner, HiL simulations were successfully applied in automotive research using MBS models to simulate real-time vehicle dynamics [108, 210, 331]. In spacecraft engineering industrial robots were implemented into a HiL environment to investigate the contact dynamics during rendezvous and docking maneuvers of satellites [43, 223]. Other examples are given for testing of combustion engine control systems [189] and biomedical devices [156]. These applications illustrate that HiL simulations expand
the common repertoire of testing methods by implementing mathematical and numerical methods into the test environment.

One of the key problems in implant testing is how to adequately address soft tissue structures in an experimental setup. On the one hand, ligaments and capsular structures apply passive forces on bone segments when deflected. Experimental studies based on in vitro conditions normally provide these structures and their physiological response during testing. However, the outcomes of in vitro studies cannot be reproduced due to the decay of the human specimens. This means that in vitro testing does not render any comparative results under exactly the same boundary conditions. Other test approaches, which emulated ligaments by implementation of restraints into the test setup [93,250,397,398], reflect the anatomic environment only to a limited extent. On the other hand, muscle structures actuate bone segments by active forces which are governed by the input of the nervous system. As these structures are almost impossible to account for experimentally, most test approaches oversimplified muscular function by assuming constant [14,119,153,250,291,397,398] or prescribed [209,252] load application.

In contrast to previous test approaches, evaluation of implant functionality and stability requires dynamic testing under reproducible and physiological conditions. The essential idea of the approach followed within the scope of this work is to extract the anatomic and physiological environment of the implant components into a mathematical model (Fig. 2.1). Actuator and sensor systems are required, in order to achieve interaction between the model and the real implant components. These form a physical setup where the implant components are attached to. The actuator system applies motion and forces onto the implant components according to the boundary conditions delivered by the model. The sensor systems measure the implant response which is transferred back to the model. Hence, both the physical setup and the model interact within a real-time environment forming a HiL simulation.

While the framework of the outlined HiL simulation remains the same, the specific configuration depends on the functionality of the artificial joint. In general, the mobility of segments are restricted by articulations to other segments. Considering these articulations as idealized joints, the relative mobility between adjacent segments is described by a complementary set of free and constraint spatial directions [197]. This means that motion between two segments

**Fig. 2.1** Interactions between the real TJR embedded into the physical setup and the mathematical model that provides the anatomic environment form the HiL simulation.
is generated if forces/torques $\tau_{fi}$ are applied along the free directions of the joint $q_i$ as highlighted in the examples given in Fig. 2.2. On the contrary, the geometry of the joint inhibits relative movement which causes forces/torques $f_{ri}$ and $l_{ri}$, respectively, in the constrained directions $z_i$. These joint characteristics of free and constraint directions are used to identify an appropriate control strategy for the actuator system.

The decision which strategy to take for a real artificial joint depends on the mechanical compliance of the contact along the six spatial directions. The compliance also predefines in which directions the mathematical model determines motion or force quantities. In general, high compliance or even free motion requires position control. Therefore, the model determines the relative displacements in directions with high compliance which the robot has to follow in position control mode. Contact forces along these directions are considered as applied forces within the model. On the contrary, low compliance to the point of rigid body contact favors force control. Hence, directions of low compliance are treated as constraints in the model. The model then calculates the coordinates of the corresponding reaction forces which are applied onto the artificial joint by the robot running in force control.

![Fig. 2.2](image)

**Fig. 2.2** Free and constraint directions on kinematic and force levels. Torques $\tau_{fi}$ generate motion if applied along the joint coordinates $q_i$. The joint geometry defines reaction forces/torques $f_{ri}$ and $l_{ri}$, respectively, in the constraint directions $z_i$. **a** Spherical joint, extracted from Kaehler et al. [197]. **b** Universal joint.
2.2 Physical Setup

2.2.1 Components and Hybrid Position-Force Control

The physical setup has two major components (Fig. 2.3). On the one hand, there is a six-axis industrial robot (TX200, Stäubli Tec-Systems GmbH, Bayreuth, Germany) which is equipped with a six degree-of-freedom force-torque sensor (Omega 160, ATI Industrial Automation, Apex, North Carolina, USA). The robot serves as actuator system of the physical setup and is capable of generating both force and range of motion required for various implant types. On the other hand, there is a compliant support mounted on a ground-fixed framework. It consists of three serially arranged prismatic joints with orthogonal axes. Springs restrain the displacements along these axes providing elastic compliance in the three translational directions which are recorded by displacement sensors (MSK 5000, SIKO, Buchenbach, Germany). Mounting devices were attached to both the end-effector of the robot and the compliant support such that the real implant components (with or without bone geometries) can be attached to the physical setup.

Fig. 2.3 Physical setup consisting of an industrial robot and a compliant support mounted on a framework. The TJR components are fixed on mounting devices attached to the end-effector and the compliant support. Measurements are taken via the force-torque sensor and displacement sensors.
In order to move and load an artificial joint according to its free and constraint directions (compare 2.1), the robot runs in hybrid position-force control. Implementation of this control strategy and its functionality within a HiL simulation are described elsewhere [177,197]. The position control is achieved by the robot controller (CS8C HP, Stäubli Tec-Systems GmbH, Bayreuth, Germany) running with a control cycle of 4 ms in its standard configuration. Outer force regulating control loops are used for force control generating the control input for the inner position and velocity controllers. This means that the robot moves in the constrained direction until the force, applied onto the compliant support and measured by the force-torque sensor, coincide with the corresponding desired value [352]. Relative displacements between implant components are estimated by comparing the position of the end-effector with respect to the compliant support. Moreover, occurring torques along the free directions are measured by the force-torque sensor.

2.2.2 Control Architecture

During HiL simulations the physical setup and the mathematical model are embedded into a control system [175, 177] which enables the information transfer between all components involved (Fig. 2.4). Within the control system, robot, sensors and the model communicate in the same time frame based on the control cycle of the robot controller. The step size of the solver in the model corresponds to the control cycle, or a fraction of it if a scaling factor is introduced between real time and simulation time. The robot controller accounts for synchronization between the continuous-time integrator and the discrete-time controller in the robot hardware in cases where numerical integration is used in the model.

All information are exchanged between model and robot before the beginning of a new time step. The robot receives the desired values from the last computational step of the model and sends current measurements. During computation of the next time step, the robot moves and loads the attached implant components according to the desired values received.

![Fig. 2.4 Control system connecting all components of the HiL simulation via interfaces, extracted from Herrmann and co-workers [175, 177]. Interprocess communication (IPC) protocol, transmission control protocol (TCP), peripheral component interconnect (PCI) bus and user datagram protocol (UDP) are used as interfaces.](image)
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2.3.1 Kinematics of Skeletal Systems

The mathematical description of musculoskeletal systems is based on a MBS formulation which has been proven to be suitable for real-time applications such as HiL simulations [337]. Within this approach, bone segments are treated as rigid bodies. These are mutually linked by idealized joints. In general, the topology of MBS models can be differentiated into open systems with chain-like or tree-like structures, and closed systems containing kinematic loops.

At first, a tree-structured topology is considered. The skeletal system accounted for in the modeling task consists of \( p \) bone segments. The segments are constrained by joints along the kinematic chain of the system that are mathematically described by \( b \) holonomic constraints. The overall degrees of freedom \( f \) of the system is then given by

\[
f = 6p - b. \quad (2.1)
\]

This includes \( b_z \) constraints of the artificial joint being of interest within the HiL simulation, where \( b_z \subseteq b \). Accordingly, the spatial motion is described by \( f \) joint coordinates \( q \in \mathbb{R}^f \) and \( b_z \) coordinates in constrained directions of the artificial joint \( z \in \mathbb{R}^{b_z} \),

\[
q = [q_1 \ldots q_f]^T \quad \text{and} \quad z = [z_1 \ldots z_{b_z}]^T. \quad (2.2)
\]

Hence, the position and orientation of the \( i \)-th segment along the kinematic chain can be explicitly expressed in terms of the coordinates \( q \) and \( z \),

\[
\mathbf{r}_i = \mathbf{r}_i(q, z) \quad \text{and} \quad \mathbf{S}_i = \mathbf{S}_i(q, z), \quad (2.3)
\]

where \( \mathbf{r}_i \in \mathbb{R}^3 \) denotes the position vector and \( \mathbf{S}_i \in \mathbb{R}^{3,3} \) the rotation matrix [338, 339] with respect to the inertial frame. The translational and rotational velocities of the \( i \)-th segment are given by

\[
\mathbf{v}_i = \mathbf{J}_{T_i}(q, z) \dot{q} \quad \text{with} \quad J_{T_i} = \frac{\partial \mathbf{v}_i}{\partial \dot{q}}, \quad (2.4)
\]

\[
\mathbf{\omega}_i = \mathbf{J}_{R_i}(q, z) \dot{q} \quad \text{with} \quad J_{R_i} = \frac{\partial \mathbf{\omega}_i}{\partial \dot{q}}, \quad (2.5)
\]

with the translational and rotational Jacobian matrices \( \mathbf{J}_{T_i} \in \mathbb{R}^{3,f} \) and \( \mathbf{J}_{R_i} \in \mathbb{R}^{3,f} \), respectively. The time derivatives of the coordinates \( z \) are neglected, i.e. \( \dot{z} = \ddot{z} = 0 \). By further differentiation with respect to the inertial frame, the translational and rotational
accelerations of the $i$-th segment are obtained as

$$\dot{v}_i = J_{Ti}(q, z) \ddot{q} + \ddot{a}_i \quad \text{with} \quad \ddot{a}_i = J_{Ti}(q, \dot{q}, z) \dot{q},$$

(2.6)

$$\dot{\omega}_i = J_{Ri}(q, z) \ddot{q} + \ddot{\alpha}_i \quad \text{with} \quad \ddot{\alpha}_i = J_{Ri}(q, \dot{q}, z) \dot{q},$$

(2.7)

Under certain circumstances the motion of the system is further constrained by kinematic loops [420]. Such constraints are given when, for instance, more than one extremity is in contact with the ground leading to a closed kinematic chain [389]. The result are interdependencies among the joint coordinates $q$ reducing the degrees of freedom from Eq. (2.1) to

$$f_c = f - b_c,$$

(2.8)

where $b_c$ denotes the number of loop closure constraints. Eq. (2.8) represents the Chebychev-Grübler-Kutzbach criterion [420] for only one kinematic loop. The $b_c$ constraints are implicitly written in terms of the coordinates $q$ and $z$ as

$$g(q, z) = 0,$$

(2.9)

$$\dot{g}(q, z) = G(q, z) \dot{q} = 0 \quad \text{with} \quad G = \frac{\partial g}{\partial \dot{q}},$$

(2.10)

$$\ddot{g}(q, z) = G(q, z) \ddot{q} + \dddot{\eta} = 0 \quad \text{with} \quad \dddot{\eta} = G(q, \dot{q}, z) \dot{q},$$

(2.11)

at the position, velocity and acceleration levels. The rows of the derivative matrix $G \in \mathbb{R}^{b_c \times f}$ indicate the constrained directions of the loop closure constraints.

2.3.2 Musculoskeletal Dynamics

The skeletal system is set in motion when forces and torques are applied onto the bone segments. Defined by their geometry, joints constrain the relative mobility between linked segments causing reaction forces and torques. These interactions between motion and acting forces and torques constitute the dynamic behavior of the skeletal system.

For a given rigid segment $i$ with the mass $m_i$ and the inertia tensor $I_i \in \mathbb{R}^{3 \times 3}$, the translational and rotational interactions are mathematically described by Newton’s and Euler’s equation, respectively. The equations are written with respect to the segment’s center of gravity as

$$m_i \ddot{v}_i = f_i^t + f_i^r,$$

(2.12)

$$m_i \ddot{\omega}_i + \omega_i^T I_i \omega_i = l_i^t + l_i^r,$$

(2.13)

with the applied forces $f_i^t \in \mathbb{R}^3$ and torques $l_i^t \in \mathbb{R}^3$, and the reaction forces $f_i^r \in \mathbb{R}^3$ and torques $l_i^r \in \mathbb{R}^3$. The left side of Eqs. (2.12) and (2.13) characterize the inertial forces and torques, respectively, which arise during acceleration of the segment.
For a tree-structured multibody system with \( p \) segments, Eqs. (2.12) and (2.13) yield a system of \( 6p \) equations. Describing the velocities and accelerations in terms of the coordinates \( \mathbf{q} \) and \( \mathbf{z} \) according to Eqs. (2.4) to (2.7), the global Newton-Euler equations are expressed in matrix notation with respect to the inertial frame as

\[
\begin{bmatrix}
    m_i E & 0 & 0 & 0 \\
    \vdots & \ddots & \ddots & \ddots \\
    0 & \ddots & \ddots & \ddots \\
    0 & \ddots & \ddots & \ddots \\
    0 & \ddots & \ddots & \ddots \\
    0 & \ddots & \ddots & \ddots \\
\end{bmatrix}
\begin{bmatrix}
    \dot{\mathbf{M}}(\mathbf{q}, \mathbf{z}) \\
    \dot{\mathbf{J}}(\mathbf{q}, \mathbf{z}) \\
    \dot{\mathbf{J}}_{\mathbf{R} \mathbf{p}} \\
    \dot{\mathbf{J}}_{\mathbf{T} \mathbf{p}} \\
    \dot{\mathbf{J}}_{\mathbf{R} \mathbf{p}} \\
    \dot{\mathbf{J}}_{\mathbf{T} \mathbf{p}} \\
\end{bmatrix}
\begin{bmatrix}
    \mathbf{q} \\
    \dot{\mathbf{q}} \\
    \dot{\mathbf{q}} \\
    \dot{\mathbf{q}} \\
    \dot{\mathbf{q}} \\
    \dot{\mathbf{q}} \\
\end{bmatrix}
\mathbf{J} +
\begin{bmatrix}
    m_i \ddot{\mathbf{a}}_i \\
    \vdots \\
    m_p \ddot{\mathbf{a}}_p \\
    \mathbf{I}_i \ddot{\mathbf{\alpha}}_i + \mathbf{\bar{\omega}}_i \mathbf{I}_i \ddot{\mathbf{\omega}}_i \\
    \vdots \\
    \mathbf{I}_p \ddot{\mathbf{\alpha}}_p + \mathbf{\bar{\omega}}_p \mathbf{I}_p \ddot{\mathbf{\omega}}_p \\
\end{bmatrix}
\begin{bmatrix}
    \mathbf{\ddot{q}}^c(\mathbf{q}, \mathbf{z}) \\
    \mathbf{\ddot{q}}^e(\mathbf{q}, \mathbf{\dot{q}}, \mathbf{z}, \mathbf{\alpha}) \\
    \mathbf{\ddot{\mathbf{\tau}}^r}(\mathbf{q}, \mathbf{z}) \\
\end{bmatrix} =
\begin{bmatrix}
    \mathbf{f}_i \\
    \vdots \\
    \mathbf{f}_p \\
    \mathbf{r}_i \\
    \vdots \\
    \mathbf{r}_p \\
\end{bmatrix} +
\begin{bmatrix}
    \mathbf{f}_i^t \\
    \vdots \\
    \mathbf{f}_p^t \\
    \mathbf{r}_i^t \\
    \vdots \\
    \mathbf{r}_p^t \\
\end{bmatrix}
(2.14)
\]

with the unit matrix \( \mathbf{E} \in \mathbb{R}^{3,3} \), the global Jacobian matrix \( \mathbf{J} \in \mathbb{R}^{6p,6p} \) and the mass matrix \( \mathbf{\hat{M}} \in \mathbb{R}^{6p,6p} \) containing the inertial properties of the segments. Coriolis and centrifugal forces as well as gyroscopic torques are summarized in vector \( \mathbf{\ddot{\mathbf{\tau}}^e} \in \mathbb{R}^{6p} \). Applied forces and torques are merged in vector \( \mathbf{\ddot{\mathbf{\tau}}^r} \in \mathbb{R}^{6p} \). Moreover, vector \( \mathbf{\ddot{\mathbf{\tau}}^r} \in \mathbb{R}^{6p} \) contains the reaction forces and torques of the joints along the kinematic chain which are defined as

\[
\mathbf{\ddot{\mathbf{\tau}}^r} = \mathbf{Q}(\mathbf{q}, \mathbf{z})\mathbf{\lambda}^r,
\]

where the columns of matrix \( \mathbf{Q} \in \mathbb{R}^{6p,b} \) indicate the constrained directions of the joints and vector \( \mathbf{\lambda}^r \in \mathbb{R}^b \) reaction force coordinates along these directions [339]. Matrix \( \mathbf{Q} \) can be obtained from the \( b \) holonomic constraints of the joints written in implicit form [420].

In case of tree-structured systems, the Newton-Euler equations can be further reduced to a minimal set of equations where the motion of the kinematic chain can be directly evaluated with respect to the applied forces. According to the principle of virtual work, the virtual work of reaction forces vanishes as virtual movement and reaction forces are orthogonal [339,420]. Given the reaction forces and torques according to (2.15) and the virtual movement in terms of the coordinates \( \mathbf{q} \) and \( \mathbf{z} \), evaluation of the principle of virtual work results into

\[
\mathbf{Q}^T \mathbf{J} = \mathbf{J}^T \mathbf{Q} = \mathbf{0},
\]

that constitutes the orthogonality between free and constrained directions (compare Fig. 2.2). Thus, the reaction forces and torques \( \mathbf{\ddot{\mathbf{\tau}}^r} \) are also eliminated in the Newton-Euler equations when pre-multiplying Eq. (2.14) with the transpose of the global Jacobian \( \mathbf{J}^T \in \mathbb{R}^{f,6p} \). This
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leads to a set of ordinary differential equations,

\[ M(q, z) \ddot{q} + \tau^c(q, \dot{q}, z) = \tau^e(q, \dot{q}, z, a), \]  

(2.17)

which represent the equations of motion of a tree-structured system with the mass matrix \( M = J^T \hat{M} J \in \mathbb{R}^{f \times f} \). Vector \( \tau^c = J^T \hat{\tau}^c \in \mathbb{R}^f \) contains the torques of the centrifugal and Coriolis forces as well as gyroscopic torques with respect to the joint axes. Furthermore, the vector \( \tau^e = J^T \hat{\tau}^e \in \mathbb{R}^f \) includes the resulting torques of the applied forces which can be further divided into passive and active parts,

\[ \tau^e = \tau^p(q, \dot{q}, z) + \tau^m(q, \dot{q}, z, a). \]  

(2.18)

The passive torques \( \tau^p = J^T \hat{\tau}^p \in \mathbb{R}^f \) usually arise from gravitational forces, forces due to interactions with the environment and forces from soft tissue structures depending on a nonlinear, viscoelastic material behavior [139]. Torques generated from active muscle structures \( \tau^m = J^T \hat{\tau}^m \in \mathbb{R}^f \) also depend on muscle activation levels \( a \) [5], if included in the modeling task.

In case that kinematic loops are introduced according to Eqs. (2.9) to (2.11), the motion of the system is further constrained leading to a reduction of the degrees of freedom (see Eq. (2.8)). As a consequence, additional constraint forces/torques act on the segments at the cut loops. These are taken into account in the equations of motion of the spanning tree by extending Eq. (2.17) with the transpose of the derivative matrix from Eq. (2.10), \( G^T \in \mathbb{R}^{f \times b_c} \), and additional constraint force coordinates summarized in vector \( \lambda^c \in \mathbb{R}^{b_c} \). This results into

\[ M(q, z) \ddot{q} + \tau^c(q, \dot{q}, z) = \tau^e(q, \dot{q}, z, a) + G^T(q, z)\lambda^c. \]  

(2.19)

The equations of motion of the closed-loop system then consists of a differential-algebraic set of equations composed of Eq. (2.19), and the the loop closure constraints from Eq. (2.9).

2.3.3 Inverse and Forward Dynamics Approach

One of the key problems in musculoskeletal modeling consists of integrating active muscular structures that serve as actuators for the skeletal system. Active muscle forces \( f^m \) depend on the mechanical behavior of muscle structures which are described by force-length and force-velocity characteristics [181, 321, 415]. These characteristics vary from muscle to muscle depending on the functional architecture such as physiological cross section area and fiber length [137,213,245,399,412]. Furthermore, the input of the nervous system governs muscle force application by regulating muscle excitation \( u \) and hence their activation levels \( a \) [434].
The transmission from muscle activation $a$ to muscle force $f^m$ is formulated microscopically in Huxley-type or macroscopically in Hill-type muscle models [419] which are frequently implemented into musculoskeletal models.

In general, there are two approaches in order to determine muscle forces $f^m$ (Fig. 2.5a). The most common approach used in biomechanical research is inverse dynamics, which was successfully used by many researchers to predict physiological joint loading during human motion [5, 46, 171, 210, 246, 249, 254, 273, 274, 303, 349, 358]. The basic idea of this approach is to estimate the driving muscle torques $\tau^m$ acting at the joints for given motion patterns $q(t)$ often derived from motion analyses. Hence, the equations of motion of a tree-structured system according to Eq. (2.17) with Eq. (2.18) are evaluated as

$$\tau^m = M(q, z) \ddot{q} + \tau^c(q, \dot{q}, z) - \tau^p(q, \dot{q}, z). \quad (2.20)$$

Resolving the muscle torques $\tau^m$ obtained from Eq. (2.20) with respect to active muscle forces $f^m$ leads to the distribution problem of muscle forces [307, 346]. The problem occurs as there are usually more actuators within musculoskeletal systems than required to produce specific motion patterns. As a result, active muscle forces $f^m$ cannot be uniquely determined from the muscle torques $\tau^m$ by using standard algebraic techniques. A general approach to solve the distribution problem is to define a physiological cost function which is minimized by means of static optimization techniques [307, 346]. Implementation of muscle mechanics as mentioned above also allows to resolve the distribution problem with respect to activation levels $a$ [5]. This approach implies that the nervous system pursues an optimum activation pattern during muscle force control for a specific motor task [199].

![Fig. 2.5 Estimation of muscle forces $f^m$ within musculoskeletal models. a Inverse dynamics. b Forward dynamics.](image-url)
Another source of redundancy is given when kinematic loops are included in the musculoskeletal model representing, for example, human motions with both feet placed on the ground [389]. Evaluation of the equations of motion from Eq. (2.19) along with Eq. (2.18) yields

\[ \tau^m + G^T(q, z)\lambda^c = M(q, z) \ddot{q} + \tau^c(q, \dot{q}, z) - \tau^p(q, \dot{q}, z). \]  

(2.21)

with two unknowns, the muscle torques \( \tau^m \) and the additional constraint force coordinates \( \lambda^c \). In the same way as the distribution problem of muscle forces, Eq. (2.21) may be treated as equality constraint to a static optimization problem [390], complying with the loop closure constraints Eqs. (2.9) to (2.11). This method is further developed in Chapter 3.3.

The second approach used in biomechanics consists of directly computing the skeletal motion according to forces applied onto the segments which is often referred to as direct or forward dynamics (Fig. 2.5b). In this approach, muscle structures are represented by muscle models which generate muscle forces \( f^m \) depending on muscle mechanics and their activation levels \( a \). In order to determine muscle excitation patterns \( u \) for a specific motor task, researchers generally use experimental EMG data, data tracking or dynamic optimization procedures following a physiological cost function [116]. Muscle activations \( a \) are then obtained from the excitation patterns \( u \) by evaluating activation dynamics. Hence, the equations of motion of a tree-structured system from Eq. (2.17) with (2.18) delivers the accelerations, i.e.

\[ \dot{\dot{q}} = M(q, z)^{-1}(\tau^p(q, \dot{q}, z) + \tau^m(q, \dot{q}, z, a) - \tau^c(q, \dot{q}, z)). \]  

(2.22)

The velocities \( \dot{q} \) and the joint angles \( q \) are calculated by numerical integration.

In case of kinematic loops within the system, the equations of motion from Eq. (2.19) with (2.18) can be represented by a set of \( f + b_c \) linear equations along with the loop closure constraints on acceleration level Eq. (2.11),

\[
\begin{bmatrix}
M(q, z) & -G^T(q, z) \\
-G(q, z) & 0
\end{bmatrix}
\begin{bmatrix}
\dot{q} \\
\lambda^c
\end{bmatrix}
= \begin{bmatrix}
\tau^p(q, \dot{q}, z) + \tau^m(q, \dot{q}, z, a) - \tau^c(q, \dot{q}, z) \\
\bar{\eta}(q, \dot{q}, z)
\end{bmatrix}.
\]  

(2.23)

As the determination of the velocities \( \dot{q} \) and the joint angles \( q \) from Eq. (2.23) in compliance with the loop closure constraints at the position and velocity levels Eqs. (2.9) and (2.10) entails computational difficulties [420], researchers usually circumvent the problem by introducing measured contact forces [164,381] or appropriate contact models [5,206]. In doing so, the additional constraints arising from interaction with the system’s environment are treated as passive applied forces reducing the equations of motion to Eq. (2.22). Within the scope of this work, however, forward dynamics is followed in a simplified manner in Chapter 4.3 without consideration of kinematic loops and active muscle forces.
3 Dynamic Testing of Total Hip Replacements

In the following the HiL test system introduced in the previous chapter is adopted for testing THRs. First, the underlying concept of the HiL simulation is translated into a functional principle according to the characteristics of artificial hip joints. A strategy widely accepted in the musculoskeletal field of research [171, 254, 273, 358] is pursued for validating the test system in this configuration. That includes the comparison of the outcomes of the HiL simulations to data derived from instrumented patients for normal daily activities. Hence, motion analyses of a single subject were performed for two normal maneuvers to obtain kinematic data as input for the musculoskeletal model. An inverse dynamics approach is developed based on the equations described in chapter 2.3 that allows for calculation of the hip joint reaction forces while incorporating displacements and torques measured by the physical setup. The model is then implemented into a multibody software suitable for real-time applications. Finally, the results of the validation are presented.

3.1 Functional Principle of Testing Total Hip Replacements

In artificial hip joints the motion of the femur relative to the pelvis is constrained in translational directions due to the contact between the femoral head and the acetabular cup. On the contrary, relative movements in rotational directions are free within the technical range of motion. Given these joint characteristics THRAs are commonly regarded as spherical joints as illustrated in Fig. 2.2a. Hence, an appropriate control strategy for the robot is to apply force in the constrained translational and to move the femoral stem in the free rotational directions using hybrid position-force control [197].

This control strategy defines the interactions between the physical setup and the implemented musculoskeletal model (Fig. 3.1). For the spatial load case, the free directions are specified as the rotations of the femur with respect to the pelvis with the angles $q_1$ (adduction/abduction), $q_2$ (internal/external rotation) and $q_3$ (flexion/extension). At a current time instant $t$ the model delivers values of the angles $q_1$, $q_2$ and $q_3$ which are transferred to
Fig. 3.1 Functional principle of the HiL simulation for testing THRs with respect to joint stability. Transfer between the musculoskeletal model and the physical setup is illustrated within the two control loops on kinematic and force level.

The robot controller. Accordingly, the femoral component of the THR is rotated into the position, $\bar{q}_1$, $\bar{q}_2$ and $\bar{q}_3$, by the robot using position control. Resisting torques $\tau^f$, usually due to friction, are measured along the coordinates $\bar{q}_1$, $\bar{q}_2$ and $\bar{q}_3$ as a consequence of the movement, and fed back to the model closing the first control loop of the HiL simulation. The transferred values denoted by bars normally differ from the original values without bars due to signal delays and the limited dynamic bandwidth of the controlled robot.

Another control loop is given by considering the three translations treated as constrained directions. At the same time instant $t$ the corresponding components of the reaction forces $\mathbf{f}^r$ are calculated by the model which mainly depend on active muscle forces $\mathbf{f}^m$ besides gravitational and dynamic forces. After transmission to the robot controller, the robot applies the
reaction forces $f_r$ onto the THR using force control. As long as the THR bears the applied forces, only minor relative displacements are recorded between the femoral head and the cup. Separation of the joint partners and hence instability is indicated by increasing relative displacements. This is also accompanied by rising values of the measured resisting torques $\tau_f$ in case of impingement [14,291,344]. The values of the measured resisting torques $\tau_f$ as well as the displacements $z$ are fed back into the model having an impact on soft tissue elongation and muscle lever arms in the next time instant.

3.2 Experimental Data

Approval of an ethical review committee and the consent of one healthy subject (male, 24 a, 1.81 m, 80 kg) were obtained to perform motion analyses of dislocation-associated maneuvers. During the analyses, kinematic data of attached skin markers were recorded using an ultrasound measuring system (CMS-HS Measuring System, zebris Medical GmbH, Isny im Allgäu, Germany). Ground reaction forces were measured by a force plate (Typ 9287B, Kistler Group, Winterthur, Switzerland). Also, electrical activity was deduced from EMG data of main thigh and shank muscles.

For validation purposes of the test system, two normal maneuvers were considered which are associated with posterior dislocation if executed excessively [217,284]: knee bending and seating-to-rising. Both maneuvers were repeated five times with a seat height of 48 cm. Averaged data sets were gained for each maneuver by normalizing the time scale and averaging the five motion cycles. Down sampling, spline interpolation and numerical differentiation were performed using the Curve Fitting Toolbox in MATLAB (Version 7.11, MathWorks, Ismaning, Germany) to achieve smooth kinematic data of the skin markers from the averaged data sets on position, velocity and acceleration levels. MRI data of the lower extremities were recorded along with the attached skin markers after the motion analyses.

In order to validate the test system, a similar strategy was sought within the scope of this work as presented by other researchers in the musculoskeletal field [171,254,273,358]. Hence, hip joint contact forces were derived from in vivo data of routine activities [33]. These included comparable load cases from three male patients such as knee bending, sitting down and standing up (chair height 50 cm), whereas the last two were summarized to one load case. Averaged hip contact and ground reaction force components of each load case and patient were transformed to a standardized global reference frame [423] and normalized with respect to the time. This allowed comparison of calculated forces against the derived in vivo data (see Chapter 3.4).
3 Dynamic Testing of Total Hip Replacements

3.3 Musculoskeletal Model of the Lower Limb

3.3.1 Multibody Topology

The musculoskeletal model consists of a multibody system with overall \( p = 4 \) moving segments modeled as rigid bodies (Fig. 3.2). The kinematic chain starts at the right foot assumed to be ground-fixed and continues with the tibia and fibula summarized as one segment, the femur, the pelvis and the upper body including the head and the upper extremities. Both ankle and knee joint are modeled as universal joints with two rotational degrees of freedom each. The upper body is attached to the pelvis at the sacrum endplate center by a revolute joint. A kinematic subchain represents the hip joint consisting of three orthogonal prismatic joints and three revolute joints with co-intersecting axes. The \( b_z = 3 \) coordinates of the prismatic joints are constrained by the measurements \( \bar{z} \) which are transferred to the model. The three revolute joints correspond to the free rotations defined by the Cardan angles \( q_1, q_2 \) and \( q_3 \). Moreover, the kinematic chain is closed by means of a fictive planar joint consisting of one revolute and two prismatic joints. It is established in the sagittal plane and connects the pelvis with the ground. This way the left body part is taken into account allowing symmetric human movements with both feet attached to the ground.

![Fig. 3.2 Multibody system of the lower extremity for testing THRs. a Multibody topology with illustration of the joint coordinates and the fictive planar joint in the sagittal plane indicated as one revolute (R) and two prismatic (P) joints. b Measured and transferred coordinates in constrained directions of the THR.](image)
The motion of the spanning tree obtained by cutting the loop at the fictive planar joint is described by \( f = 8 \) joint coordinates \( q \in \mathbb{R}^8 \) and \( b_z = 3 \) measured coordinates \( \bar{z} \in \mathbb{R}^3 \) of the THR,

\[
q = [q_1 \ldots q_8]^T \quad \text{and} \quad \bar{z} = [\bar{z}_1 \ldots \bar{z}_3]^T.
\] (3.1)

Thus, the position and orientation of the \( i \)-th segment can be written in terms of the joint coordinates \( q \) and the measurements \( \bar{z} \),

\[
\mathbf{r}_i = \mathbf{r}_i(q, \bar{z}) \quad \text{and} \quad \mathbf{S}_i = \mathbf{S}_i(q),
\] (3.2)

where \( \mathbf{r}_i \in \mathbb{R}^3 \) denotes the position vector of the mass center and \( \mathbf{S}_i \in \mathbb{R}^{3,3} \) the rotation matrix. The translational and rotational velocities of the \( i \)-th segment are then expressed as

\[
\mathbf{v}_i = \mathbf{J}_{Ti}(q, \bar{z}) \dot{q} \quad \text{with} \quad \mathbf{J}_{Ti} = \frac{\partial \mathbf{v}_i}{\partial \dot{q}},
\] (3.3)

\[
\omega_i = \mathbf{J}_{Ri}(q) \dot{q} \quad \text{with} \quad \mathbf{J}_{Ri} = \frac{\partial \omega_i}{\partial \dot{q}},
\] (3.4)

with the translational and rotational Jacobian matrices, \( \mathbf{J}_{Ti} \in \mathbb{R}^{3,8} \) and \( \mathbf{J}_{Ri} \in \mathbb{R}^{3,8} \), respectively. By further differentiation with respect to the global reference frame, the translational and rotational accelerations of the \( i \)-th segment are given by

\[
\ddot{\mathbf{v}}_i = \mathbf{J}_{Ti}(q, \bar{z}) \ddot{q} + \bar{a}_i \quad \text{with} \quad \bar{a}_i = \mathbf{J}_{Ti}(q, \dot{q}, \bar{z}) \dot{q},
\] (3.5)

\[
\ddot{\omega}_i = \mathbf{J}_{Ri}(q) \ddot{q} + \bar{\alpha}_i \quad \text{with} \quad \bar{\alpha}_i = \mathbf{J}_{Ri}(q, \dot{q}) \dot{q}.
\] (3.6)

As the dynamics of the displacements in the constrained directions is based on the settings of the force controller of the robot, the time derivatives of the measured coordinates \( \bar{z} \) are neglected, i.e. \( \dot{\bar{z}} = \ddot{\bar{z}} = 0 \).

Due to the replacement of the left counterpart, the joint coordinates \( q \) of the spanning tree are constrained by the fictive planar joint closing the kinematic chain. The corresponding symmetry conditions with respect to the sagittal plane are described by \( b_c = 3 \) additional implicit loop closure constraints that reduce the degrees of freedom of the system to \( f_c = 5 \). The constraints are written as

\[
g(q, \bar{z}) = 0, \quad \text{(3.7)}
\]

\[
\dot{g}(q, \bar{z}) = G(q, \bar{z}) \dot{q} = 0 \quad \text{with} \quad G = \dot{\mathbf{G}}\mathbf{J}(q, \bar{z}), \quad \text{(3.8)}
\]

\[
\ddot{g}(q, \bar{z}) = \dddot{G}(q, \bar{z}) \dddot{q} + \bar{\eta} = 0 \quad \text{with} \quad \bar{\eta} = \dddot{G}(q, \dot{q}, \bar{z}) \dot{q}, \quad \text{(3.9)}
\]

at the position, velocity and acceleration levels (compare Eqs. (2.9) to (2.11)).
constrained directions of the pelvis, the translation perpendicular to the sagittal plane and
the two out-of-plane rotations, are indicated by corresponding non-zero entries in the rows
of matrix $\mathbf{G} \in \mathbb{R}^{3,24}$. Matrix $\mathbf{J} = [\mathbf{J}_{T1} \ldots \mathbf{J}_{T4} \mathbf{J}_{R1} \ldots \mathbf{J}_{R4}]^T$ describes the global Jacobian
matrix of the system.

### 3.3.2 Estimation of Hip Joint Reaction Forces

Due to the consideration of muscle structures the applied forces considered in the model
arise from both passive and active forces. Hence, the applied forces according to Eq. (2.18)
are summarized to

$$\tau^e = \tau^g(q, \bar{z}) + \tau^l(q, \dot{q}, \bar{z}) + \tau^f(q, \bar{z}) + \tau^m(q, \bar{z}, a),$$

where vector $\tau^g = \mathbf{J}^T \hat{\mathbf{1}}^g \in \mathbb{R}^8$ describes the torques due to gravitational forces and vector $\tau^l = \mathbf{J}^T \hat{\mathbf{1}}^l \in \mathbb{R}^8$ the torques due to ligament and capsular forces adjacent to the modeled
joints. The measured and transferred torques, $\tau^f_1$, $\tau^f_2$, and $\tau^f_3$ given in local reference frames,
are included in vector $\tau^f = \mathbf{J}^T \hat{\mathbf{1}}^f \in \mathbb{R}^8$. Furthermore, vector $\tau^m = \mathbf{J}^T \hat{\mathbf{1}}^m \in \mathbb{R}^8$ contains the
torques of active muscle forces incorporated in the model.

Considering the closed-loop topology of the musculoskeletal model the equations of motion
are then formulated in terms of the joint coordinates $q$ and the measured displacements $\bar{z}$
as

$$M(q, \bar{z}) \ddot{q} + \tau^c(q, \dot{q}, \bar{z}) = \tau^g(q, \bar{z}) + \tau^l(q, \dot{q}, \bar{z}) + \tau^f(q, \bar{z}) + \tau^m(q, \bar{z}, a) + \mathbf{G}^T(q, \bar{z}) \lambda^c,$$

according to Eq. (2.19) with Eq. (3.10). The mass matrix $M = \mathbf{J}^T \hat{\mathbf{1}} M \mathbf{J} \in \mathbb{R}^{8,8}$ includes
the masses of the bone segments and the corresponding soft tissue. Vector $\tau^c = \mathbf{J}^T \hat{\mathbf{t}}^c \in \mathbb{R}^8$
denotes the torques of the Coriolis and centrifugal forces as well as gyroscopic torques. In
addition, the equations of motion are extended by the constraint forces in the sagittal plane
as outlined in Eq. (2.19). These are expressed in terms of the transpose matrix $\mathbf{G}^T = \mathbf{J}^T \hat{\mathbf{G}}^T \in \mathbb{R}^{8,3}$ from Eq. (3.8) and $\mathbf{b}_c = 3$ constraint force coordinates $\lambda^c \in \mathbb{R}^3$.

The equations of motion described in Eq. (3.11) implies two sources of redundancy in the
musculoskeletal system. The first is due to the closed kinematic chain of the model repre-
senting human motions with both feet attached to the ground [389]. This means physically
that the skeletal system can be internally loaded by active muscle forces without generating
motion. The second is due to the distribution problem of muscle forces as generally more
muscle structures are available than required to produce muscle torques for a specific motor
task [307,346].
For a given motion $q(t)$ and its time derivatives satisfying the loop closure constraints, Eqs. (3.7) to (3.9), the first redundancy problem is addressed by evaluating the equations of motion with respect to the $f = 8$ muscle torques $\tau_m$ and the $b_c = 3$ constraint force coordinates $\lambda^c$. This leads to an under-determined system of $f = 8$ linear equations,

$$
\begin{bmatrix}
E & G^T(q, \tilde{z})
\end{bmatrix}
\begin{bmatrix}
\tau_m \\
\lambda^c
\end{bmatrix} =
\tau^k(q, \tilde{z}) + \tau^l(q, \dot{q}, \tilde{z}) + \tilde{\tau}^f(q, \tilde{z}) - M(q, \tilde{z}) \ddot{q} - \tau^c(q, \dot{q}, \tilde{z})
$$

(3.12)

with the unit matrix $E \in \mathbb{R}^{8,8}$. The redundancy problem is resolved by regarding Eq. (3.12) as equality constraint of a static optimization problem minimizing the quadratic cost function

$$
I_c(x) \equiv x^T P x = \min_x \quad \text{with} \quad x = \begin{bmatrix}
\tau_m \\
\lambda^c
\end{bmatrix} \text{subjected to Eq. (3.12)},
$$

(3.13)

with a diagonal weighting matrix $P \in \mathbb{R}^{11,11}$ [390]. Within this work matrix $P$ is identified with the unit matrix.

The second redundancy problem has to be solved for estimating $n$ individual muscle forces from the muscle torques $\tau_m$. In order to incorporate muscle mechanics [181, 321, 415] and architecture [137, 213, 245, 399, 412], the absolute muscle forces $f_m \in \mathbb{R}^n$ are considered in terms of their muscle activation levels $a \in \mathbb{R}^n$. These are used to scale the physiological force of each muscle [5,199,200]. Thus,

$$
f_m = C(q, \dot{q}, \tilde{z})a \quad \text{with} \quad C_j = f_j^{lv}(q, \dot{q}, \tilde{z}) A_j \sigma_j
$$

(3.14)

where the diagonal matrix $C \in \mathbb{R}^{n,n}$ contains the physiological muscle forces $C_j$ defined each as the product of factor $f_j^{lv}$ addressing the muscle’s force-length and force-velocity properties, respectively, and the isometric muscle force, estimated by the physiological cross section area $A_j$ and the physiological muscle stress $\sigma_j$ [4].

As previously shown by Anderson and Pandy [5], properties of activated muscle structures and the activation dynamics have little impact on the prediction of muscle and hip joint reaction forces. Hence, muscle mechanics is neglected within this work, i.e. $f_j^{lv} = 1$. Moreover, forces due to passive muscle tissue are assumed to be marginal and therefore negligible [395]. The distribution problem of muscle forces is then expressed as an under-determined system of $f = 8$ linear equations for $n > f$ muscle activation levels $a$,

$$
\tau_m = J^T(q, \tilde{z}) B(q, \tilde{z}) C a,
$$

(3.15)

with the muscle torques $\tau_m$ obtained from Eq. (3.13). Matrix $B \in \mathbb{R}^{24,n}$ summarizes the normalized force and torque directions of each muscle with respect to the mass centers of the segments [386]. A common way to find a solution is to regard Eq. (3.15) as an equality
constraint to a static optimization problem [307, 346]. Here, a quadratic cost function is utilized

\[ I_m(a) = a^T O a = \min_a \text{subjected to Eq. (3.15) and } 0 \leq a_j \leq 1, \]  

with a diagonal weighting matrix \( O \in \mathbb{R}^{n,n} \) identified with the unit matrix [5].

Given the constraint force coordinates \( \lambda^c \) from Eq. (3.13) and the muscle activation levels \( a \) from Eq. (3.16), the reaction forces \( f^r \) required for the HiL simulation are calculated using the Newton-Euler equations (compare Eq. (2.14)) for the four rigid segments. After extending these equations by the constraint forces and torques \( \hat{G}^T \lambda^c \) in the sagittal plane, the reaction forces/torques of the four segments \( \hat{\tau}^r \in \mathbb{R}^{24} \) are given with respect to the inertia frame as

\[ \hat{\tau}^r = \hat{M}(q)J(q, \dot{z})\ddot{q} + \hat{\tau}^e(q, \dot{q}, \dot{z}) - \hat{\tau}^s(q, \dot{q}, \dot{z}) - \hat{\tau}^l(q, \dot{q}, \dot{z}) - \hat{\tau}^m(q, \dot{q}, \dot{z}, a) - \hat{G}^T \lambda^c. \]  

Matrix \( \hat{M} \in \mathbb{R}^{24,24} \) denotes the mass matrix with respect to absolute velocities of the bone segments and the corresponding soft tissue. Likewise, vector \( \hat{\tau}^s \in \mathbb{R}^{24} \) contains the gravitational forces/torques, vector \( \hat{\tau}^l \in \mathbb{R}^{24} \) the ligament and capsular forces/torques, vector \( \hat{\tau}^m \in \mathbb{R}^{24} \) the muscle forces/torques, and vector \( \hat{\tau}^e \in \mathbb{R}^{24} \) the Coriolis and centrifugal forces/torques as well as gyroscopic torques, all given with respect to absolute velocities. Evaluation of Eq. (3.17) then delivers the reaction forces \( f^r \) at the hip joint which are transferred to the robot controller.

### 3.3.3 Implementation of the Musculoskeletal Model

The musculoskeletal model is based on osseous geometries derived from a human male computed tomography dataset [357] using segmentation and reconstructing techniques [216] (Fig. 3.3a). Reconstructed geometries were transformed into local reference frames [16, 424, 425]. Joint rotation centers were obtained by fitting spheres or cylinders into articulating surfaces of the geometries. Subsequently, the kinematic chain described above was composed in the multibody software SIMPACK (v8.9, Simpack AG, Gilching, Germany) [330] starting with the foot attached to the global reference frame [423].

One segment generally consists of bone and soft tissue structures. The overall segment masses \( m_i \) were formulated as functions of the subject’s mass using regression equations [418] which were further differentiated into bone and soft tissue masses. A linear regression equation correlating effective bone density to Hounsfield units [379] was used to estimate an average bone density \( \rho_b \) from the histogram of the segmented femoral bone, where \( \rho_b = 1.69 \cdot 10^3 \text{ kg/m}^3 \). Along with the volumes of the reconstructed geometries, the bone masses were calculated. Soft tissue masses were then obtained by subtracting the bone masses.
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Fig. 3.3 Musculoskeletal model of the lower right extremity with the upper body attached as one rigid segment and an implanted THR.

from the overall segment masses. Mass moments of inertia were derived from full cylinders representing bone structures fitted into the proportions of the osseous geometries. Hollow cylinders aligned to the full cylinders embodied soft tissue structures assuming a soft tissue density \( \rho_s = 1.056 \cdot 10^3 \text{ kg/m}^3 \) [400]. Bone mass centers were identified with the volume centers of the reconstructed bone geometries. Mass centers of the soft tissue were placed into the centers of the hollow cylinders. The overall segment mass moments of inertia \( \mathbf{I} \), and mass centers were determined from the inertia properties of bone and soft tissue structures. Within this work, the segments for the pelvis and the upper body were considered with only half the overall segment mass as only the right body part is concerned.

As implantation of THR components may alter the geometric proportions within the kinematic chain, both the acetabular cup and the femoral stem were virtually implanted into the bone geometries introducing implant positioning and design parameters. On the one hand, the cup was placed according to radiographic angles (inclination \( \iota \), anteversion \( \beta \)) with respect to the pelvic reference frame [214, 282] preserving the hip joint rotation center on the pelvic side. On the other hand, the stem was positioned along the long axis of the proximal femur shaft whereas the neck-shaft intersections of both implant and bone served as reference points for implant setting \( s \). Femoral antetorsion \( \vartheta \) was defined as rotation around the implant shaft axis aligned to the long axis of the proximal femur shaft. At \( \vartheta = 0^\circ \) antetorsion, the implant neck axis fell into a plane spanned by the most posterior points of the two condyles and the greater trochanter. For given design parameters (neck-to-shaft angle \( \nu \), neck length \( l \), head offset \( h \) and head diameter \( d \)), the hip joint rotation center was defined with respect to the femoral reference frame which does not necessarily coincide with the center of the native femoral head.
Passive forces from capsule and ligament structures were neglected, i.e. $\tau^l = 0$. Active muscle forces were assumed to act along straight lines [45,346]. Hence, overall $n = 70$ muscle elements were implemented according to anatomic attachment sites [147,341] whereas larger muscles were split into several elements (Fig. 3.3b). Muscle wrapping and curvature was taken into account by using segment-fixed via-points [171]. Likewise, deflection of the quadriceps apparatus was modeled by femur-fixed via-points along the trochlear groove gained from a patellofemoral model [176]. Physiological cross section areas $A_j$ were derived from the literature [213,399]. Physiological muscle stresses were assumed to be $\sigma_j = 1.0$ MPa [4] for all muscle force elements. A quadratic programming algorithm [236] was implemented into the model to resolve both redundancy problems given in Eq. (3.13) and Eq. (3.16), respectively. Input and output interfaces were integrated to enable the data transfer between the model and the control system.

Subsequently, the musculoskeletal model was scaled onto the subject from the motion analyses (see chapter 3.2) according to his osseous anatomic structure derived from the MRI data recorded and body weight. Likewise, segment-fixed points were generated in the model based on the position of the skin markers relative to the bones. The measured maneuvers were transferred onto the joint coordinates of the model $q$ by means of a model-based least squares fit where the distances between skin markers and related segment-fixed points were minimized by coupled springs. The cost function of this procedure can be interpreted as potential of virtual springs between trajectories of the skin markers and compliant trajectories of the segment-fixed points. This resulted in one set of joint coordinates $q(t)$ for each maneuver from the averaged and smoothed kinematic data (compare Chapter 3.2) leading to two model variations. A smooth contact [439] was implemented for the seating-to-rising maneuver between the global reference frame at seat height and the tuber ischiadicum. CAD data of the femoral stem (SL-Plus, size 6, Smith & Nephew Orthopaedics AG, Baar, Switzerland) were virtually implanted into both model variations with a neck-to-shaft angle $\nu = 131^\circ$, a neck length $l = 53.9$ mm, a head offset $h = 0$ mm and a head diameter $d = 28$ mm. The stem was placed at $\vartheta = 25^\circ$ antetorsion with an implant setting of $s = -5$ mm such that the rotation center of the implant coincided with the center of the subject’s femoral head. A reconstructed acetabular cup was orientated at $\iota = 45^\circ$ inclination and $\beta = 0^\circ$ anteverision.

### 3.4 Validation of the HiL Simulation

#### 3.4.1 Configuration of the HiL test system

The real femoral stem (SL-Plus, size 6, cone 12/14, CCD angle 131°, Smith & Nephew Orthopaedics AG, Baar, Switzerland) with a metallic head (size 28/M) was fixed with polyurethane casting resin into the mounting device attached to the endeffector of the robot.
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Fig. 3.4 Configuration of the physical setup for testing THRs. The THR components are attached to mounting devices which are fixed to the endeffector of the robot and the compliant support, respectively.

Likewise, the acetabular cup (Alloclassic CSF, size 52, with a polyethylene inlay, size 52/58, Zimmer GmbH, Freiburg, Germany) was mounted on the compliant support (Fig. 3.4). Cup orientation corresponded to cup positioning in the model variations. Relative displacements $z$ between the femoral head and the cup are obtained by subtracting the data recorded by the displacement sensors from the position of the endeffector. This approach suffers from deviations due to small elastic deformation of the femoral component which were diminished by an error model implemented into the control program. The error model was adjusted for each model variation such that dislocation was indicated beyond 3 mm displacement between head and cup. No lubrication was used during testing.

Both model variations were exported into real-time capable machine code as an ordinary-differential-equations formulation using the explicit Euler integrator scheme [107] with 1 ms as fixed step size. This way, a scaling factor was introduced between simulation time and real time as a control cycle of 8 ms was used for the robot controller. The exported model variations were embedded into the control system to allow interactions with the physical setup (see chapter 2.2). Before each HiL simulation, the force-torque sensor was calibrated for the given joint motion by subtracting the resulting torque due the endeffector’s weight at the femoral head. Both initial angular position and force was applied by the robot according to the initial values of the model. At this position, all values of the relative displacements measured $z$ were reset to zero. Finally, the HiL simulation was initialized by the model.

During simulation all transferred quantities between model variations and physical setup were recorded. Calculated hip joint reaction forces were also transformed into the global reference frame. The force components were reflected along the sagittal plane to allow comparison to the force data of the patients [33] which were given with respect to the left hip joint. Moreover, ground reaction forces were obtained. All outcomes were normalized.
with respect to time to gain one complete motion cycle from a two-legged stance position and back. These results were used to assess validity of the HiL simulation for each maneuver against the data derived from the in vivo study [33].

### 3.4.2 Results of the HiL simulations

At each time instant the musculoskeletal model calculated the joint reaction forces according to the joint angles given. By transferring corresponding values for the hip joint to the robot controller, the robot adjusted current orientation and loading of the real implant components. Fed back torques measured along the free directions influenced muscle force calculation at the next instant of time. Each HiL simulation was stopped after finishing one complete motion cycle (Fig. 3.5).

![Fig. 3.5](image.png)

**Fig. 3.5** Complete cycles of subject-specific maneuvers during the two HiL simulations. a Knee bending. b Seating-to-rising.
The knee bending maneuver consisted of large flexion movements ranging from $0^\circ$ to over $83^\circ$ flexion in the hip joint (Fig. 3.6a). Low external rotations up to $9^\circ$ were registered at the beginning and end of the cycle. Only minor abduction movements were noted at higher flexion. Rising and descending of the flexion angle was consistent with an increasing and decreasing reaction force calculated in the hip joint (Fig. 3.6b). The major force component with respect to the pelvic reference frame was estimated in x-direction with about $-188\%$ of subject’s body weight (%BW) at $65\%$ of the motion cycle. Absolute values varied from $57\%$BW to $268\%$BW. No dislocation process occurred during the HiL simulation as only minor relative displacements were measured (Fig. 3.6c). Moreover, the friction torque was recorded with peak values around $0.4\%$BWm during squatting which increased up to $0.67\%$BWm during coming out of the squat (Fig. 3.6d).

Fig. 3.6 Outcomes of the HiL simulation for the knee bending maneuver given with respect to one complete motion cycle. Unfiltered data. a Hip joint angles describing pelvic rotation with respect to the femur in Cardan angles. b Hip joint reaction force predicted by the musculoskeletal model given in the pelvic reference frame. c Measured shifting of the femoral head with respect to the pelvic reference frame. d Friction torque measured by the force-torque sensor with respect to the pelvic reference frame.
As far as the seating-to-rising maneuver is concerned the flexion movement reached 68° in contrast to low abduction and external rotation angles (Fig. 3.7a). Seating and rising phases were accompanied by increase of the hip joint reaction force (Fig. 3.7b). The major force component was recorded around 159 %BW in y-direction with respect to the pelvic reference frame. Absolute force values showed peaks with 195 %BW during sitting down and 220 %BW during standing up. Throughout the duration of actual sitting, between 40 % and 60 % of the motion cycle, the absolute force decreased below 10 %BW. With maximum displacements around 2 mm, no dislocation was indicated during the HiL simulation (Fig. 3.7c). The absolute friction torque reached peak values around 0.43 %BWm during seating and 0.63 %BWm during rising (Fig. 3.7d).
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Fig. 3.8 Force components calculated during HiL simulation (solid lines) compared to averaged in vivo data (dashed lines) derived from three male patients [33] for the knee bending maneuver. All data are given with respect to the global reference frame [423] and the left side of the body. a Hip joint reaction force. b Ground reaction force.

Calculation of the hip joint and the ground reaction force enabled comparison to the in vivo data derived from three male patients [33]. The knee bending maneuver revealed overestimation of the force components compared to the patients' data (Fig. 3.8a). However, the model predicted well major trends along the three directions for this load case. Regarding the seating-to-rising maneuver (Fig. 3.9a), all force components agreed well in trend and magnitude with the patients’ data, apart from the subject’s timing. Estimated ground reaction...
forces correlated adequately for both maneuvers which especially applies for the y-component vertical to the ground (Fig. 3.8b) and Fig. 3.9b). As a result, the HiL test system is capable of simulating comparable THR load cases as given under in vivo conditions.
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As for THRs the HiL test system is adopted for TKR testing. First, a functional principle is developed from the underlying HiL concept for an unconstrained artificial knee joint. Since the ligament apparatus plays a decisive role for TKR stability, the configuration considered here focuses on the replication of TKR dynamics with physiological representation of major ligament structures. For validation purposes, tibiofemoral load data were retrieved from a study on knee extension movements of instrumented human knee specimens. The multibody model required follows a forward dynamics approach with incorporation of displacement and torque measurements from the physical setup. It is implemented into a multibody software suitable for real-time applications in order to reproduce the same load conditions as during in vitro testing. At the end of the chapter, the validity of the test system is assessed by comparing the outcomes of the HiL simulation to the in vitro derived data.

4.1 Functional Principle of Testing Total Knee Replacements

Considering native knee joints, the relative mobility between adjacent bone segments is generally less constrained than for hip joints. Depending on the TKR type implanted, however, the relative mobility varies after total knee arthroplasty. For instance, rotating hinge implants restrict all translational and rotational directions except of flexion/extension movements as the tibial and femoral components are linked by a hinge joint. Unconstrained, posterior cruciate retaining TKRs replace the articulating surfaces of the native knee without direct linkage between the femoral and tibial components. For this type of implant the three translations and the adduction/abduction rotation are restricted due to soft tissue restraints and contact between the components, similar to the native knee joint [41, 42, 314]. These directions are defined as constrained directions in the following control strategy comparable to a universal joint as shown in Fig. 2.2b. The remaining flexion/extension and internal/external rotations are treated as free directions within the technical range of motion.
Regarding the spatial load case according to Fig. 4.1, the free directions are given by the angles $q_1$ (flexion/extension) and $q_2$ (internal/external rotation). The three translational directions and the remaining rotational direction of the tibiofemoral joint are summarized in the vector $z$ as constrained directions. For an actual time instant $t$ the multibody model delivers values of the coordinates $q_1$ and $q_2$ in the free directions and reaction forces/torque in the four constrained directions, summarized in the vector $f^r$. Soft tissue forces are also taken into account besides the patellar contact force, gravitational and inertial forces. Both coordinates $q_1$, $q_2$ and reaction forces/torque $f^r$ are transferred to the robot controller. Hence, the robot rotates the femoral component into the position $\bar{q}_1$, $\bar{q}_2$ and applies the reaction forces/torque $\bar{f}^r$ onto the TKR. The quantities with bar denote again transferred...
values from the model to the physical setup and vice versa. In the case of ideal transmission the transferred robot values $\bar{q}_1$, $\bar{q}_2$ and $\bar{f}^r$ are identical with the corresponding values $q_1$, $q_2$ and $f^r$ of the model.

In order to close the HiL control loop the three displacements and one rotation, summarized in vector $z$, are measured and fed back to the multibody model. Another loop closure is achieved by the torques $\tau_1^f$ and $\tau_2^f$ along the coordinates $q_1$ and $q_2$, which are also measured and fed back into the model. These torques could be caused by friction forces in the TKR.

Again disturbances of the measurements and the signal transmissions cause differences between the actual robot values $\tau_1^f$, $\tau_2^f$, $z$ and the corresponding transferred values $\bar{\tau}_1^f$, $\bar{\tau}_2^f$, $\bar{z}$.

The robot is able to apply the reaction forces/torque $\bar{f}^r$ as long as the TKR components bear these loads in the corresponding directions. This is generally accompanied by increasing relative displacements and rotation $z$ that influence soft tissue elongation during the next time instant. Furthermore, abnormal relative movement between the components may indicate an unstable TKR conjunction.

### 4.2 Experimental Data

Validation of the HiL simulation is based on the in vitro study conducted by Kessler et al. [204]. Within their experimental work, a single radius posterior cruciate retaining TKR (Scorpio CR, Stryker Orthopaedics, Mahwah, New Jersey, USA) with patellar resurfacing was implanted into six human specimens of the lower extremity using a medial surgical approach. Each specimen was resected midway of the femoral bone and horizontally attached to a custom-made experimental setup (Fig. 4.2). All proximal muscle tissue such as the hamstrings and the quadriceps muscles were also removed. The quadriceps tendon was actuated by an electric motor in order to simulate knee extension from $90^\circ$ to $0^\circ$ at a rate of $1^\circ$ per second.

![Fig. 4.2 Experimental setup for testing human knee specimens regarding flexion/extension movements with an instrumented TKR, extracted from Kessler et al. [204].](image-url)
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During their testing both patellar and tibial kinematics were recorded with respect to the femur by means of a navigation system. The rotations followed a rotation sequence with flexion/extension about the mediolateral axis of the femur, adduction/abduction about the anteroposterior axis and internal/external rotation about the superoinferior axis of the tibia. Femoral anteroposterior translation (femoral rollback) was measured as translation of the center of the femoral transepicondylar line with respect to the center of the anteroposterior and mediolateral extents of the tibia. Furthermore, the implanted tibial tray was equipped with force transducers [201]. This allowed measurement of the contact force between the implant components along the tibial shaft perpendicular to the inlay. Both kinematic and force data recorded are used in the following to validate the HiL simulation for testing the same TKR system.

4.3 Multibody Model of the Artificial Knee Joint

4.3.1 Multibody Topology

For validation purposes, the multibody model replicates the test conditions as present in the experimental setup according to Fig. 4.2. Hence, it comprises \( p = 2 \) moving bone segments within an open-chain topology. The kinematic chain is composed of the femur assumed to be ground-fixed, the patella and the tibia along with the fibula modeled as one rigid body (Fig. 4.3). In addition, the foot is rigidly attached to the tibia with a flexion angle of \( 90^\circ \). Modeled as a kinematic subchain the tibiofemoral joint is represented by three orthogonal prismatic joints and three revolute joints with co-intersecting axes describing a

![Multibody model of the artificial knee joint for testing TKRs.](image)

**Fig. 4.3** Multibody model of the artificial knee joint for testing TKRs. **a** Multibody topology showing the minimal coordinates of the tibiofemoral and patellofemoral joint. **b** Measured and transferred coordinates in constrained directions of the TKR.
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rotation sequence based on Cardan angles. Two revolute joints correspond to the free flexion/extension and internal/external rotations described by the rotation angles $q_1$ and $q_2$, respectively. The coordinates of the $b_z = 4$ other joints are constrained by the measurements $\bar{z}$ provided by the robot. The patella is linked to the femur by a generalized, one-degree-of-freedom joint given in terms of one independent coordinate $q_3$. In this way the deflection of the patella is taken into account along the femoral trochlea.

The motion of the skeletal system is described by $f = 3$ independent coordinates $q \in \mathbb{R}^3$ with $b_z = 4$ measured constraint coordinates $\bar{z} \in \mathbb{R}^4$ of the artificial knee joint, i.e.

$$q = [q_1 q_2 q_3]^T \quad \text{and} \quad \bar{z} = [\bar{z}_1 \ldots \bar{z}_4]^T. \quad (4.1)$$

Vector $q$ summarizes the free coordinates of the tibiofemoral joint, $q_1$ and $q_2$, and the patellofemoral joint, $q_3$. Hence, the position and orientation of the $i$-th segment (tibia or patella, respectively) is expressed in terms of the independent coordinates $q$ and the measurements $\bar{z}$ as

$$r_i = r_i(q, \bar{z}) \quad \text{and} \quad S_i = S_i(q, \bar{z}), \quad (4.2)$$

where $r_i \in \mathbb{R}^3$ denotes the position vector of the mass center and $S_i \in \mathbb{R}^{3 \times 3}$ the rotation matrix (compare chapters 2.3.1 and 3.3.1). The translational and rotational velocities of the $i$-th segment are then given by

$$v_i = J_{Ti}(q, \bar{z}) \dot{q} \quad \text{with} \quad J_{Ti} = \frac{\partial v_i}{\partial \dot{q}}, \quad (4.3)$$

$$\omega_i = J_{Ri}(q, \bar{z}) \dot{q} \quad \text{with} \quad J_{Ri} = \frac{\partial \omega_i}{\partial \dot{q}}, \quad (4.4)$$

with the translational and rotational Jacobian matrices, $J_{Ti} \in \mathbb{R}^{3 \times 3}$ and $J_{Ri} \in \mathbb{R}^{3 \times 3}$, respectively. By further differentiation with respect to the inertial frame, the translational and rotational accelerations of the $i$-th segment are obtained as

$$\ddot{v}_i = J_{Ti}(q, \bar{z}) \ddot{q} + \ddot{a}_i \quad \text{with} \quad \ddot{a}_i = J_{Ti}(q, \dot{q}, \bar{z}) \dot{q}, \quad (4.5)$$

$$\ddot{\omega}_i = J_{Ri}(q, \bar{z}) \ddot{q} + \ddot{\alpha}_i \quad \text{with} \quad \ddot{\alpha}_i = J_{Ri}(q, \dot{q}, \bar{z}) \dot{q}. \quad (4.6)$$

The time derivatives of the measured coordinates $\bar{z}$ are neglected, $\dot{\bar{z}} = \ddot{\bar{z}} = 0$, as the dynamics of the displacements in the constrained directions is based on the settings of the force controller of the robot.

4.3.2 Estimation of Knee Joint Reaction Forces

As all relevant muscle structures were resected within the experimental work [204], the forces considered in the multibody model arise from passive forces only. With $\tau^m = 0$, the applied
forces according to Eq. (2.18) are summarized to

$$\tau^\alpha = \tau^g(q, \bar{z}) + \tau^l(q, \dot{q}, \bar{z}) + \bar{\tau}^f(q, \bar{z}) \tag{4.7}$$

where vector $\tau^g = J^T\hat{\tau}^g \in \mathbb{R}^3$ denotes the torques due to gravitational forces and vector $\tau^l = J^T\hat{\tau}^l \in \mathbb{R}^3$ the torques due to ligament forces spanning the tibio- and patellofemoral joints. The measured and transferred torques $\bar{\tau}^f_1$ and $\bar{\tau}^f_2$, given in local reference frames, are included in vector $\bar{\tau}^f = J^T\hat{\tau}^f \in \mathbb{R}^3$.

Given the applied forces, the equations of motion for the open kinematic chain are formulated in terms of the coordinates $q$ and $\bar{z}$ (compare Eq. (2.17)) as

$$M(q, \bar{z}) \ddot{q} + \tau^c(q, \dot{q}, \bar{z}) = \tau^g(q, \bar{z}) + \tau^l(q, \dot{q}, \bar{z}) + \bar{\tau}^f(q, \bar{z}). \tag{4.8}$$

The mass matrix $M = J^T\hat{M}J \in \mathbb{R}^{3,3}$ is obtained under the assumption that the soft tissue masses are added to the masses of the corresponding skeletal segments. The vector $\tau^c = J^T\hat{\tau}^c \in \mathbb{R}^3$ contains the torques of the centrifugal and Coriolis forces as well as gyroscopic torques. Hence, the motion of the system is estimated by evaluating Eq. (4.8) with respect to the accelerations

$$\dot{q} = M(q, \bar{z})^{-1}(\tau^g(q, \bar{z}) + \tau^l(q, \dot{q}, \bar{z}) + \bar{\tau}^f(q, \bar{z}) - \tau^c(q, \dot{q}, \bar{z})). \tag{4.9}$$

Numerical integration delivers the velocities $\dot{q}$ and the joint angles $q$ for the next time instant.

The reaction forces/torque $f^r$ required for the HiL simulation are obtained for the estimated motion by considering the Newton-Euler equations (compare Eq. (2.14)) for the two rigid segments. Rearrangement of these equations yields the reaction forces/torques $\hat{\tau}^r \in \mathbb{R}^{12}$ given in the inertia frame as

$$\hat{\tau}^r = \hat{M}(q, \bar{z})J(q, \bar{z})\dot{q} + \hat{\tau}^c(q, \dot{q}, \bar{z}) - \hat{\tau}^g - \hat{\tau}^l(q, \dot{q}, \bar{z}) - \hat{\tau}^f(q, \bar{z}). \tag{4.10}$$

Here, matrix $\hat{M} \in \mathbb{R}^{12,12}$ describes the mass matrix with respect to absolute velocities of the bone segments and the corresponding soft tissue. Likewise, vector $\hat{\tau}^g \in \mathbb{R}^{12}$ contains the gravitational forces/torques, vector $\hat{\tau}^l \in \mathbb{R}^{12}$ the ligament forces/torques, vector $\hat{\tau}^f \in \mathbb{R}^{12}$ the measured and transferred torques, and vector $\hat{\tau}^c \in \mathbb{R}^{12}$ the Coriolis and centrifugal forces/torques as well as gyroscopic torques, all given with respect to absolute velocities. Evaluation of Eq. (4.10) then provides the reaction forces/torque $f^r$ at the knee joint which are transferred to the robot controller.
4.3.3 Implementation of the Multibody Model

The multibody model was implemented using the simulation package Simpack (v8.9, Simpack AG, Gilching, Germany) including all relevant bone and ligament structures (Fig. 4.4). Local reference frames, averaged segment masses, centers of gravity and ligament attachment points were derived from the model description of Kessler et al. [204]. CAD data of the TKR components were aligned with respect to the local reference frames with no angular and translation displacement. Bone segments were extracted from the CT dataset of one left knee specimen with subsequent three-dimensional reconstructions [216] and fitted into the local reference frames. Both femoral and tibial condyles as well as the retropatellar surface were resected after reconstruction such that the TKR components matched the virtual bony contours. Mass moments of inertia were obtained from cylinders fitted into the geometric proportions of the bone segments.

Ligament structures were represented as straight line elements spanning between the corresponding attachment points. These included one bundle of the posterior cruciate, lateral and medial collateral ligaments as well as four bundles of the patellar tendon. The anterior cruciate ligament was not considered as it is generally resected during implantation of a PCR TKR. Each element was modeled as parallel spring-damper combination following non-linear force-displacement characteristics [40] with parameters from the literature [237,241]. For this investigation the translational and rotational path of the patella is based on the averaged kinematic data measured from the six knee specimens [204]. Furthermore, the movement of the patella joint was defined by a rheonomic constraint describing a smooth sinusoidal motion along the joint coordinate $q_3$. That way tibiofemoral motion was generated governed by gravitational and ligament forces.

Fig. 4.4 Multibody model of the artificial knee joint with incorporation of bone and ligament structures.
4.4 Validation of the HiL Simulation

4.4.1 Configuration of the HiL test system

After implementation the multibody model described above was exported into real-time capable machine code as an ordinary-differential-equations formulation using the explicit Euler integrator scheme [107] with 1 ms as fixed step size. In this manner a scaling factor was introduced between simulation time and real time as the standard control cycle of 4 ms was used for the robot controller. The exported model was embedded into the control system to allow interactions with the physical setup (see chapter 2.2). The real femoral component (Scorpio CR, size 9, Stryker Orthopaedics, Mahwah, New Jersey, USA) was fixed with polyurethane casting resin into the mounting device attached to the endeffector of the robot (Fig. 4.5). Similarly, the real tibial tray (Scorpio CR, size 9, with a tibial inlay, size 7, thickness 5, Stryker Orthopaedics, Mahwah, New Jersey, USA) was mounted on the compliant support. No lubrication was used during testing.

Before the actual HiL simulation started, the force-torque sensor was calibrated for a flexion motion over 90° by subtracting the resulting torque due the endeffector’s weight. The initial position of the femoral component with respect to the tibial inlay was adjusted using force control in the constrained directions. At this position all values of the measurements \( z \) were reset to zero. Finally, the HiL simulation was initialized by the model. Measurements were taken from the model and robot including the tibial internal/external rotation, tibial abduction/adduction, anteroposterior translation of the femoral component with respect to the tibial inlay and the force along the tibial shaft. These data were used to asses the validity of the HiL simulation against the in vitro results [204].

Fig. 4.5 Configuration of the physical setup for testing TKRs. The TKR components are attached to mounting devices which are fixed to the endeffector of the robot and the compliant support, respectively.
4.4.2 Results of the HiL simulation

During the HiL simulation the model determined tibial flexion and internal/external rotation governed by the prescribed patellar path and the applied forces. Along with the reaction forces/torque, the data was sent to the robot controller within the control cycle. The robot rotated the femoral component and loaded the TKR according to the desired values adjusting its current position and orientation. By feeding back the measured relative displacements and rotation, the tibia was shifted and orientated in the constrained directions within the model (Fig. 4.6). This influenced elongation of the incorporated ligaments altering the load situation of the next time instant.

Starting at 5° the simulation was stopped after 90° knee flexion (Fig. 4.7a). The flexion motion was accompanied by minor adduction and external rotation angles. The major force component was estimated perpendicular to the tibial inlay (Fig. 4.7b). Lower shear forces were recorded along the mediolateral and anteroposterior axes corresponding to tibial x- and y directions with values below ± 100 N. Throughout the simulation the femoral component shifted in posteromedial direction with respect to the inlay, with an overall displacement of about 7 mm (Fig. 4.7c). Furthermore, the torque estimated due to contact interactions reached absolute peak values up to 6 Nm (Fig. 4.7d). Oscillating values at the beginning of the simulation, observed especially in the torque data, indicate that the initial position of the real implant components were not exactly in accordance with the model.

According to the results the tibia was gradually rotated with respect to the femoral component from 4° external to about −6° internal rotation at 90° knee flexion (Fig. 4.8a). This differs from the outcomes of the human knee specimens which started between 0° and −15° internal rotation. However, the model followed the general trend of increasing internal rotation at higher knee flexion. Tibial adduction remained around 0° throughout the range of knee flexion reproducing well the behavior of the specimens (Fig. 4.8b). Regarding an-

![Fig. 4.6 Positioning of the femoral component with respect to the tibial inlay during the HiL Simulation.](image-url)
Fig. 4.7 Outcomes of the HiL simulation for the knee flexion movement. 

a Tibial rotation with respect to the femur described by Cardan angles. 

b Tibial knee joint reaction force predicted by the model given in the tibial reference frame. 

c Measured displacement of the femoral component with respect to the tibial reference frame. 

d Estimated reaction/friction torque given in the tibial reference frame.

teroposterior translation (Fig. 4.8c), the femoral component initially moved anterior with respect to the tibial inlay. After 30° knee flexion the femoral component shifted about 4 mm posterior pursuant to femoral rollback at higher knee flexion. This agrees well with the outcomes of the specimens which revealed no up to large femoral rollback. At the beginning of the simulation the tibia was loaded by the robot with a contact force perpendicular to the tibial inlay of about 1000 N (Fig. 4.8d). The loading largely dropped before 30° reaching 100 N at 90° knee flexion. Hence, the contact force recorded described well magnitude and trend compared to the experimental data.

Overall, the results of the HiL simulation were in good agreement with the outcomes of the in vitro study [204]. All results fell within the envelopes of the in vitro data, except of tibial internal/external rotation which, however, reproduced the general trend of the specimens.
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![Graphs showing outcomes of HiL simulation compared to data from human knee specimens.]

Fig. 4.8 Outcomes of the HiL simulation compared to data derived from six human knee specimens [204].

- **a** Tibial external rotation with respect to the femoral component.
- **b** Tibial adduction with respect to the femoral component.
- **c** Anteroposterior translation of the femoral component with respect to the tibial inlay.
- **d** Contact force perpendicular to the tibial inlay.

As a result, the HiL test system is capable of predicting comparable TKR movement and loading as derived under in vitro conditions.
5 Discussion

Comparable testing of various TJRs with respect to their dynamic behavior requires reproducible and physiological test conditions. In the light of this prerequisite, the application of HiL simulations is contrasted with common test and simulation methods as novel testing tool in the field of biomechanical research. This is followed by a review under which conditions THR dislocation and TKR instability, respectively, are tested. The discussion also elucidates the outcomes and limitations of the current configurations of the HiL test system, along with potential contributions to the state of research concerning THR and TKR stability.

5.1 HiL Simulation as Testing Tool

From a biomechanical point of view, the ultimate goal for TJRs implanted into patients is to ensure long-term survival in the in vivo environment. This goal constitutes the basic prerequisite for restoring joint functionality and giving pain relief to suffering patient. In order to satisfy this demand, certain requirements were appointed in national or international standards which implants have to comply with prior to federal approval [73]. The requirements normally address TJR properties such as structural resistance, material behavior and biocompatibility. In this manner testing of components and material provides a solid basis to determine their suitability. In the light of all failure mechanisms reported in patients, however, current standardized testing procedures may not be able to reflect all aspects of joint biomechanics prevailing in vivo. This especially applies for mechanisms where the impact of active and passive soft tissue structures is not yet fully understood.

Concerning joint specific failure mechanisms such as instability and dislocation, researchers in the orthopedic field generally follow three approaches for their investigations: retrospective clinical studies, testing of real components or computer simulations using mathematical models. Whereas clinical studies are primarily limited as many crucial factors cannot be maintained on a constant and independent level, the two other are suitable approaches for illuminating cause and effect on a systematic basis. But both also entail certain limitations. The first experimental test setups in orthopedic research were predominately used to study joint kinematics [3,52,65,151,159,224–226,261,401]. Actuated along one or more directions, mechanical setups allowed for application of constant [14,153,291] or prescribed load patterns
[119, 209, 252] onto TJRs components. Although a few researchers even implemented passive restraints [93, 250, 397, 398], it remains an open question how passive and active soft tissue structures can be adequately accounted for in a realistic manner.

In contrast to that, specimen-based testing promises incorporation of real soft tissue, such as ligaments and capsular structures, including their mechanical response [86, 114, 258, 268, 280, 292, 355]. Muscle forces were often emulated statically by cable and pulley systems [24, 129, 244, 251, 319, 345, 410] or actively by actuators attached to specific tendons [50, 102, 204, 252, 370, 429] within those experimental setups. Unfortunately, the muscle forces applied using these methods may not reproduce in vivo conditions, let alone consideration of all relevant muscle structures spanning the joint to be tested. Moreover, human specimens do not permit reproducible and comparable evaluation of various parameters under exactly the same boundary conditions due to their decay after extraction.

In addition to testing procedures, mathematical models have been established to be useful tools for biomechanical investigations. Once deployed, simulations can be almost infinitely repeated and parameters arbitrarily varied. Several analytic [103, 182, 214, 217, 312, 413, 414, 431, 432] and MBS [275, 416] approaches assisted to study joint kinematics with respect to their technical RoM. Although MBS modeling implies several idealization and assumptions concerning muscle force estimation, a number of musculoskeletal models [5, 46, 142, 164, 171, 206, 210, 246, 249, 254, 273, 274, 303, 311, 349, 350, 358, 381, 417] were able to reflect in vivo joint loading and presumably physiological muscle force patterns. Other MBS [71, 117, 186, 204, 248, 382, 433] or FEM [17, 18, 124, 127, 128, 155, 437] models enabled investigation of TKR dynamics under in vitro conditions with incorporation of passive soft tissue structures. In addition, researchers evaluated stresses and strains experienced by TJR components and adjacent osseous structures by using FEM analysis [22, 100, 114, 126, 215, 283, 304, 343–345]. These studies document that both MBS and FEM modeling approaches (considered separately or coupled) are able to reproduce physiological-like conditions and implement contact mechanics along articulating surfaces. However, models based on specimen-based test setups still inhere the same boundary conditions which especially applies on the lack of active muscle structures. Moreover, simulations including contact mechanics are afflicted with persistent uncertainties concerning the contact conditions. The quality of their results strongly depend on the discretization of surfaces and bodies, the mathematical contact formulation, and proper descriptions of friction and material behavior. Contact modeling therefore represents an intricate task which does not meet all aspects of the real contact situation as, for instance, found in mechanical or experimental testing.

The general problem in examining joint stability and functionality lies in the fact that comprehensive knowledge is required about TJR dynamics for abnormal maneuvers undertaken by patients. Evidence on the process of such events have been merely given by reports of
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affected patients [122, 304, 323, 393] or damage found in retrievals [235, 313, 351]. Due to measurements performed in vivo for common activities in THR [33–35, 80, 81, 115, 220, 332] and TKR [96, 98, 99, 101, 168, 228, 376, 377] patients, it is well known that joint motion and especially its compliant loading rely mostly on muscle forces, besides inertial, gravitational and ligament/capsular forces. These dependencies on soft tissue structures still persist in cases of abnormal events whereas alterations within the dynamic equilibrium can be expected. Hence, the challenge for TJR testing is to incorporate an environment which reproduces the joint dynamics while accounting for muscle activity and passive response of ligament and capsular structures. As outlined above, it seems impossible to comply with these demands within an experimental test setup alone. Mathematical models may approximate in vivo conditions to a valid extent, though complex contact modeling is limited. These trade-offs led to consideration of alternative approaches which resulted into the HiL test system presented within this work. This approach combines the advantages of real TJR testing and model-based simulation.

There are two essential components of the HiL test systems apart from the control and sensory system. On the one hand, an actuator system is required within the physical setup that guarantees large joint angles with sufficient load bearing capacity in any direction. For investigations on the native and artificial knee joint, several specimen-based test setups were established using robotic systems as actuators. Fuji et al. [138] extended a five-axis, articulated manipulator by a position-controlled translation axis to study anterior-posterior displacements in the knee joint under various force-controlled modes. Similarly, Rudy et al. [329] combined a six-joint serial-articulated manipulator with the force-torque feedback of a universal force sensor. This way, the robot was able to detect a translational and rotational path along the knee joint by means of force-torque control and retrace it under position control. Frey et al. [136] expanded a high-precision robot to an optimized test system by implementation of a quasi-continuous closed-loop controller for hybrid position-force control. In THR research, Kiguchi et al. [209] developed a mechanical test setup consisting of a hexapod platform with hybrid position-force control to investigate scenarios of joint dislocation. These studies prove that robot-based actuator systems are powerful tools for testing complex joint dynamics, especially in combination with a hybrid position-force control.

On the other hand, the purpose of the mathematical model is to determine TJR dynamics within a physiological environment while implementing current measurements of the physical setup. The model performance has to meet the requirements of a real-time simulation such that the dynamics of the real implant components embedded into the physical setup corresponds to the TJR dynamics in the model-based simulation. In a practical sense this means that model calculation and data exchange have to be performed fast enough within one fixed time interval [107], which is limited according to the control cycle of the actuator system.
As a consequence, non-stiff ordinary differential equations are expected from the model formulation which are evaluated by fixed time step numerical solvers [107,331], typically the explicit Euler method. Stiff ordinary differential equations due to high spring constants and differential-algebraic equations due to kinematic closed loops may also be treated within one fixed time step by introducing linear implicit integration and non-iterative projection methods [10,51]; though these methods were not needed here. The time limit given would be difficult to hold by a FEM based model where generally a large number of equations have to be resolved. In contrast to FEM, the MBS approach is suitable to satisfy the mentioned requirements as already shown in several HiL applications [43,108,211,223,331]. Furthermore, commercial software is available to generate real-time capable machine code [107] which was used in the scope of this work.

Apart from more model-specific implications as highlighted in the following chapters (see chapter 5.2 and 5.3, respectively), the HiL test system entails several limitations in the current state. First, integration of force control along constrained directions of TJRs means that the dynamics of the respective movements are not governed by the equations of motion of the embedded MBS model. Instead, they are based on the settings of the force controller and the constraint stabilization method [197]. This assumption is considered to be acceptable for minor displacements/rotations compared to the motion in the free directions. That is especially the case as long as the robot is able to apply the desired force values onto the TJR components, for instance during subluxation of a dislocating joint. One way to avoid the issue mentioned is to introduce a flexible position-force control where the decision between free and constrained direction is made according to the level of compliance during the simulation rather than defining them a priori.

Second, during preliminary testing it was observed that the THR stem was elastically deformed under increasing loads as the stem could not be completely enclosed with polyurethane casting resin in the mounting device. This leads to additional displacements of the femoral head with respect to the acetabular cup, differing from in vivo conditions where the entire stem is implanted into the femoral bone. Thus, an error model was implemented and calibrated by using a contactless stereo camera system (PONTOS, GOM mbH, Braunschweig, Germany) in each model variation. The purpose of the error model was to estimate the displacements of the femoral head due to linear elastic deformations as a function of the applied forces. The estimated values were then subtracted from the measurements such that dislocation was reliably indicated beyond a 3 mm tolerance range. Furthermore, exchange of relative displacements and rotations require exactly the same position of reference points and orientation of the reference frame in the model simulation and the real actuated components. In contrast to the concentric alignment of THRs, the complex shape of TKR components make it difficult to accurately determine reference points and frames once attached to the robot’s endeffector as specified in the MBS model. This inevitably leads to constant devi-
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ations due to different initial positions, what was sought to be diminished manually within this work. In order to compensate the drawbacks mentioned for both THR and TKR testing, the relative position of the contacting partners should be identified in a direct manner. This may be achieved by implementing a real-time capable camera system attached to the physical setup which enables precise registration of the components’ positioning by using image processing.

Third, the implementation of a robotic actuator system into the HiL control loops implies further demands on the testing procedure. Krenn and Schäfer [223] evaluated the stability of HiL simulations using an industrial robot to emulate the dynamic behavior of a manipulator during contact operations with a real object in space. After varying influencing parameters within a theoretical example, they concluded that large dead times and low sampling rate may cause instabilities of the HiL simulation. In a similar context, Boge and Ma [43] specified two conditions required for high fidelity of contact maneuvers within a robot-based HiL simulation: fast response of the robot to the control command, and same dynamic behavior of the robot’s endeffector and the embedded MBS model during contact. The time between command and execution is given by the robot’s responding time which was between four to eight times the control cycles in their study. They also stated that industrial robots would not completely conform to the second condition for their HiL application due to their high stiffness.

As all issues concerning dead times, sampling rate and potential instability of the HiL control loops specifically depend on the industrial robot and its control system, the functionality of the HiL test system presented here was verified in previous studies. Kaehler et al. [197] tested both position and force control modes by embedding a simulated spring-damper oscillator with one degree of freedom into the HiL environment. Their comparison between HiL simulation and analytical solution indicated that the position-controlled HiL simulation tended to be less damped and phase-delayed due to the time discretization and parasitic time constants. In force-controlled mode, their HiL simulation was disturbed by a time constant which occurred due the time needed to build-up contact forces. As the force controller governs the dynamic transition, they stated that the dynamics of the MBS model should be lower than that of the force controller. Within another study [175], the functionality of the hybrid position-force control was assured by simulating the dislocation process of a standard THR under prescribed boundary conditions. The outcomes of the study showed overall superior performance compared to results of a mechanical setup [14] in terms of measuring sensitivity and reproducibility. Using the same operation mode, Fabry et al. [119] reproduced physiological loading conditions to evaluate the dynamics of tripolar THR systems. Last but not least, the functional principle of the HiL approach was proven for testing a standard THR [196] and a PCR TKR [177]. The standard control cycle of 4 ms (corresponding to a sampling rate of 250 Hz) proved to work well for position control within these studies,
but may not be sufficient for force control in further HiL applications. In both cases this
difficulty was addressed by introducing a scaling factor between simulation and real time
as recommended earlier [197]. The outcomes of the THR study [196] showed an altered
load situation during the dislocation process in case of changed cup positioning. The TKR
study [177] demonstrated that a change in ligament structures within the implemented MBS
model results into altered knee kinematics. In the light of these studies, the HiL test sys-
tem constitutes a unique testing method capable of considering various TJR implants under
complex dynamic load conditions.

5.2 Dislocation of Total Hip Replacements under
Physiological Conditions

Despite considerable clinical success of THR procedures, dislocation prevails as a fundamen-
tal complication after total joint arthroplasty, besides infection and aseptic loosening. Given
the clinical relevance researchers have urged to gain further insights on causes and factors
influencing the dislocation process which is needed in order to take appropriate counter-
measures. As a result of previous biomechanical studies, it is well known that design and
positioning parameters predefine the technical RoM and therefore prosthetic impingement.
After the first instant of impingement, additional angular motion evokes subluxation, where
the femoral head is levered out of the acetabular cup until final dislocation. Moreover, trac-
tion forces were observed to pull out the femoral head from the cup leading to spontaneous
separation. Although these mechanisms and several interrelations to risk factors have been
identified yet, little is known about the actual dynamic behavior of THRs during instability
events suffered by patients.

One of the key issues for generating realistic THR dynamics is how to adequately address
muscle and capsular forces such that anatomic and physiological conditions are met in a
testing environment. Loading and motion were investigated for routine activities [33], but
in vivo testing of excessive load cases are not permissible. Bartz et al. [24] implemented a
cable and pulley system into their specimen-based experimental setup to apply static muscle
loading during idealized joint movements. However, their approach remains too idealized
to simulate realistic load cases which incorporate active muscle forces. Higa et al. [180]
considered only passive movements as performed intraoperatively with no active muscle
forces. Moreover, they detected dislocation by impingement (component-to-component or
bone-to-bone) or spontaneous separation by an outwardly directed vector of the joint reaction
force from the cup’s entry surface. Given these shortcomings, there is unfortunately no way to
know whether a given impingement event or traction force will or will not presage dislocation
based on their approach.
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Unlike these two approaches, Nadzadi and co-workers [283,284] obtained hip joint kinematics of several subjects and corresponding force data derived form a previously validated musculoskeletal model [46]. As proposed earlier by Heller er al. [171], the data served as boundary conditions for FEM analyses included in their study which aimed to evaluate dislocation risk for realistic maneuvers. Pedersen et al. [304] analyzed the effect of cup placement on dislocation for realistic load cases based on Nadzazi et al.’s dataset and FEM approach [284]. Comparable to Higa et al. [180], they defined spontaneous separation by an outwardly directed joint reaction force where FEM simulations were stopped due to numerical singularities. In the same manner, Elkins et al. [114] used a dataset for a sit-to-stand maneuver derived from Nadzadi et al. [284] to compare their FEM model of a THR with intact capsule against test data obtained from a specimen-based hip simulator. After validation, they determined instability resistance using variations of damaged, repaired and intact capsule only by decrease or increase of the resisting torque during impingement-driven dislocation. They unfortunately missed to show whether a repaired or even intact capsule is able to actually inhibit the dislocation process or not as claimed by clinicians [185,229,306,353,407]. Based on the same FEM model and approach, Elkins and co-workers [110–113] conducted several subsequent analyses illuminating the risk of dislocations under varying influencing parameters.

All these approaches [110–114,283,284,304], however, bear a major shortcoming. Prescribed motion as well as loading used as boundary conditions imply the assumption that femoral head and acetabular cup remain concentrically aligned throughout the entire simulation of a dislocation-associated maneuver. This means that no interdependency between motion and forces is taken into account during events of instability which may potentially change the subluxation process investigated. Consequently, it remains unclear whether rising resisting torques or soft tissue forces can actually prevent the head from dislocating, which especially applies for spontaneous separation. Elkins and co-workers [111,112] even disregarded the fact that alterations in femoral parameters such as neck length and stem antetorsion entail changes in overall musculoskeletal dynamics and hence the load situation at the hip joint as outlined by several researchers [83,84,170,238,239].

In this context, the HiL approach presented in this work broadens the use of musculoskeletal models by providing a physiological environment for the real THR to be tested. Whilst the HiL simulation is in progress, data such as relative displacements and measured torques of the artificial hip joint are fed back into the implemented model. Due to the consideration of the displacements as constraints in the model topology the assumption of concentric alignment declared by other researchers is avoided. This may provoke changes in magnitude and direction of the joint reaction force due to cutback or overcoming of additional joint torques, alterations in muscle lever arms or lengthening/shortening of capsule structures, if included. In return relative motion may vary in the further course. As it is an ongoing process the dynamic behavior of the THR tested is reproduced even during instability processes.
Several annotations need to be mentioned concerning model implementation and muscle force estimation implemented in the HiL environment. First of all, musculoskeletal modeling as followed here rests upon a MBS approach which always involves idealizations and simplifications of the real mechanical system being of interest [68, 69, 166, 337–339, 420]. The real musculoskeletal system was discretized into rigid segments based on the bones present in the human body (compare Fig. 3.3). This means that interconnected soft tissue were notionally separated and attached to nearby bone structures. To allow full scalability of the model, inertia properties were based on geometric bodies fitted into the segments ignoring anthropometric data [82]. Both deformation of segments or implant components and dynamic wobbling of soft tissue were neglected. As simulation studies [238, 239] underlined the impact of subject-specific modeling of the hip joint geometry including the definition of the hip joint rotation center, local reference frames and joint rotation centers were based on ossous geometries extracted from a reconstructed human male computed tomography dataset [357]. The subject’s bone geometries derived from MRI scans turned out to have marginal difference compared to the reconstructed data such that minor scaling approximated well the subject’s hip joint geometry. Moreover, a CAD model of the THR stem was implanted into the femoral geometry introducing design and positioning parameters which were shown to influence hip joint loading [83, 170]. All joint articulations were represented as idealized joints characterized by well-defined joint rotation centers, stationary rotational axes and no friction torque. These joint characteristics have to be considered as approximation since native ankle and knee joint motions are rather described by translations along and rotations about screw axes [28, 42, 266]. Furthermore, researchers [144, 192] pointed out that a model has to reflect the geometry as well as the rotational degrees of freedom of the real system, in order to obtain reasonable outcomes on the distribution problem of muscle forces. Therefore, both native ankle and knee joint were modeled as Cardan joints with two degrees-of-freedom, the artificial hip joint as a kinematic subchain with three degrees-of-freedom.

Active muscle structures modeled as muscle elements were assumed to act along straight lines neglecting volumetric effects [45, 346]. The three-dimensional model topology enabled implementation of bi-articular muscles in a global manner which positively contributes to human body stabilization and metabolic costs [133, 150]. As force predictions are sensitive to origin and insertion points chosen [54], all attachment sites were mapped on the osseous contours according to anatomic descriptions [147, 341]. Resulting forces from summarized muscle fibers normally exert additional torques on the attachment sites which especially applies on muscles with large surface insertions [386]. To account for this mechanical effect, line and surface shaped attachment sites were further divided into several areas whose centroids served as attachment points. This approach was assumed to be acceptable for the lower extremity which contains muscles with parallel fibers and smaller insertions in contrast to other body parts [386]. Besides bone wrapping, additional via-points were incorporated to
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gain a more realistic representation of curved muscle paths especially adjacent to the hip joint. This has been suggested to improve predictions of the reaction force components [272]. According to Vrahas et al. [395] passive tissue contribute less than 10 % to intersegmental torques during gait and stair climbing. Consequently, passive forces arising from muscular or capsular structures were not considered. While this simplification may hold true for common activities as considered in this work, their implementation should be reevaluated for extreme dislocation-associated maneuvers which especially applies to the hip capsule.

Estimation of muscle forces was based on an inverse dynamics analysis in order to gather hip joint reaction forces. Due to ethical reasoning, the required motion data was obtained from a male subject in general good health assuming that the maneuvers performed would be common tasks among both healthy subjects and THR patients [283, 284]. Whereas inverse dynamics provides valid net torques along the free directions of the joints, there is no way of determining precise neural control inputs for active muscles based on algebraic techniques [165]. To obtain at least the contribution of muscle forces to the joint torques, it is a common way to treat the redundancy problem following from inverse dynamics as static optimization problem [307, 346, 390]. However, optimization techniques are subject to the assumption that muscle functionality and neural control strategies can be summarized into plausible cost functions [49]. This assumption generally remains difficult to justify as further prerequisites due to muscle or activation dynamics and neural controls are often neglected or impossible to implement.

The current model formulation comprises two redundancy problems. Both maneuvers considered in this work were motions with both feet attached to the ground. The additional chair constraint within the seating-to-rising maneuver was dealt with by a contact force [439]. Hence, the model topology underlying both maneuvers contains one kinematic closed loop leading to dependencies among the joint coordinates [389]. In order to reduce modeling complexity and computational costs, the closed loop was accounted for by defining symmetry conditions with respect to the pelvic sagittal plane. These conditions allowed omitting the contralateral limb. However, Lamontagne et al. [230] revealed that THR patients tend to compensate for postoperative deficiencies of the operated joint by greater loading of the contralateral ankle joint during stair-climbing. Through gait analyses Foucher and Wimmer [131] observed the peak adduction torque estimated at the contralateral knee to be generally increased in THR patients compared to the knee on the operated side whereas variations were noted to depend on THR positioning. Although these asymmetries persist for gait and stair-climbing, similar patterns in hip joint kinematics were found between operated and non-operated hips for stand-to-sit and sit-to-stand tasks [231]. This means that the symmetry conditions are acceptable for the seating-to-rising maneuver and most likely for knee bending due to comparable motion sequences; but they are to be reconsidered when other scenarios are subject of subsequent studies.
One way to resolve the dependencies of the joint coordinates could be to identify a set of minimal coordinates in whose directions the equations of motion (compare Eq. 3.11 in chapter 3.3.2) could be transformed, such that constraint forces are eliminated [196]. Vaughan et al. [390] handled closed loops arising in human activities as optimization problem using a quadratic cost function of the joint torques and forces/torques at the end points of the extremities. They indicated that their outcomes support the idea of the neuromuscular strategy being based on minimizing joint torques during activities with at least one loop closure. As the latter avoids computationally expensive calculations of explicit loop closure conditions, a similar approach was pursued in this work. Furthermore, the topology starting at the right foot and being closed at the sagittal plane permitted evaluation of the ground reaction force. Thus, one source of errors was erased typical for inverse dynamic analyses [166].

The second redundancy consisted of the distribution problem of muscle forces. In order to find a unique set of muscle forces from an infinite number of possible solutions, the problem has often been dealt with by using optimization techniques following Seireg and Arvika [346] and Penrod et al. [307], respectively. Although it seems appealing that the nervous system governs motion by controlling muscle forces in an optimal manner, it is an intricate task to find physiological or even neurophysiological evidence of appropriate cost functions. Numerous researchers analyzed and controversially discussed a number of cost functions concerning the prediction of physiological muscle forces including patterns such as synergistic activation and antagonistic co-contraction in the lower extremities [27, 64, 76, 77, 130, 144, 199, 200, 305, 318, 385]. Constraining muscle forces within physiological boundaries remarkably reduces the number of possible solutions [63, 70, 76]. Both synergistic and antagonistic activity comparable to EMG data were found to be estimated when using non-linear cost functions in contrast to linear ones [144, 273, 302]. Other factors such as the definition of weighting coefficients may also promote antagonistic prediction [316]. However, Herzog and Binding [178] showed that co-contraction is only predicted when multi-joint antagonists are present. Independent from the cost function’s definition, it was also observed that muscle force prediction reacts with great sensitivity to model-based deviations of kinematic data [301], lever arms and physiological cross section areas [47, 317]. These findings and the aspects mentioned above support the notion that detailed modeling of the musculoskeletal system rather leads to realistic results than the optimization procedure per se. Hence, an approach similar to the one described by Anderson and Pandy [5] was followed in this work, which allowed incorporation of muscle architecture and physiology explicitly in the equations of motion.

As far as the hip joint is concerned, musculoskeletal models were developed to estimate contact forces in addition to muscle forces based on inverse dynamics analysis [78, 144, 158, 303, 328, 347]. Despite afore mentioned idealizations and simplifications, several models have shown good agreements in direct comparison with in vivo measured data. Brand et al. [46]
compared resultant and defined out-of-plane hip joint contact forces against gait data arising from one patient with an instrumented implant. They reported that the modeling methods used enable comparable peak predictions and patterns. Heller et al. [171] used a cycle-to-cycle comparison in order to validate predicted contact forces against in vivo data from four patients for two daily activities. The calculated absolute force values deviated for all patients by 14% during stair climbing and 12% during walking revealing good agreement in both patterns and magnitudes. Likewise, the model by Stansfield et al. [358] predicted comparable forces for various activities performed at relatively slow speeds considering two patients with instrumented THRs. Further studies [5, 254, 273, 274] demonstrated reasonable results of their lower-extremity models which were validated against joint contact forces and EMG data derived from the literature.

In the same manner, the outcomes of the HiL simulation were compared to data derived from three instrumented patients [33] for two common maneuvers. Regarding the seating-to-rising maneuver, the outcomes revealed an overall good correlation in magnitude and trend for all force components. Apart from the trend, the reaction force prediction for the knee bending maneuver overestimated the patient derived data. The deviations can be explained by the fact that the patients performed lower hip joint flexion with maximum angles between 45° and 65° [33], in contrast to about 83° of the HiL subject. On closer examination of the patient data, inter-individual differences even show that increasing flexion angles correlate well with augmented contact forces. Furthermore, Nadzadi et al. [284] estimated considerably higher contact forces for maneuvers with larger flexion angles up to 110°. Besides the contact forces, the estimated ground reaction forces reflected well realistic motion data and inertia properties. Given these results it can be stated that the HiL simulation is able to reproduce the dynamic behavior of THRs under physiological conditions.

Supposing that estimated muscle forces are still physiologically reasonable in case of extreme maneuvers [284], there are numerous challenging tasks in orthopedic research where HiL simulations can assist to achieve further insights. From the clinician’s point of view, positioning of THR components according to preoperative planning is a vital contribution to a stable artificial hip joint for a given implant system. Inspired by Lewinnek et al.’s proposed zone of safe cup placement [240], clinicians focused on cup inclination and anteverision to be a crucial factor for dislocation [36, 202, 205, 261, 270, 300, 422]. Apart from pure RoM analyses, biomechanical studies [110–113, 283, 284, 304] closely illuminated the risk of dislocation with respect to cup orientation under realistic motion and loading patterns including muscle forces. Unfortunately, these studies were bound to limitations, arising from prescribed load conditions aforementioned, that weaken the reliability of their statements concerning the simulated dislocation processes. Moreover, except of only one study [111], they missed to take the stem antetorsion into their considerations which was shown to affect incidences of dislocation [120, 174, 194]. Widmer and Zurfluh [414] demonstrated that there is a linear
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correlation between cup anteversion and stem antetorsion when acquiring a maximized and safe RoM. Changes of antetorsion, however, also impacts the geometric proportions along the kinematic chain of the skeletal system with more far-reaching implications for the patient. Heller et al. [170] revealed that muscle and hip joint loading may substantially change due to modification of the antetorsion. Similar results were reported by varying antetorsion as well as design parameters of the femoral component which also alter the location of the hip joint center with respect to the femoral bone [83,238,239]. These effects were overlooked in recent analyses of dislocation risk with varying neck length [112] or stem antetorsion [111]. Hence, the question remains whether the combined orientation still holds for safe component placement when taking dynamic, not prescribed, musculoskeletal loading into account.

Another crucial issue characterized by diverging sentiments among orthopedic surgeons is the contribution of muscular and capsular structures to joint stability. Depending on the surgical approach specific muscular and capsular structures are intraoperatively incised, resected or damaged to gain access to the hip joint. Especially, the posterior approach involves larger loss of soft tissue as it requires resection of the external rotators (Mm. gemelli, Mm. obturatorii, M. piriformis and M. quadratus femoris) as well as incision of the posterior capsule [26,394]. Hence, it seems not surprising that this approach was reported to entail higher dislocation rates than others [87,203,229,326,392]. Pellicci et al. [306] argued that these unsatisfactory outcomes are caused by the dead space, left after resected soft tissue and usually found posteriorly in revision procedures. In the same study, they performed restoration of the normal anatomy by reattaching all rotator muscles and the posterior capsule before closure. The enhanced repair of soft tissue succeeded to significantly improve the postoperative results as confirmed subsequently by other clinicians [185,229,353,407].

Although the mechanical aspects of the hip capsule have been illuminated to a certain extent [141,179,190,255,365,396], there are only few studies providing insights in how soft tissue structures contribute to resistance against dislocation. Delp et al. [83] stated that extension of the femoral offset, a widespread medium by surgeons to adjust tension on the hip joint, increases the muscles’ active moment-generation capacity and passive muscular forces. Specimen-based studies [268,355] indicated that full repair of muscle and capsule tissue after the posterior approach lead to augmentation of the torque measured along internal/external rotation until final dislocation in contrast to no or minor repairs. Elkins et al. [114] concluded that well-designed repairs are able to restore stability of capsular structures which was proven by similar resisting torques against dislocation as obtained for the intact capsule. Whereas studies based on specimens generally suffer from tissue deterioration and challenges of integrating active muscle forces, several shortcomings within Elkins et al.’s study, concerning their approach and boundary conditions as mentioned above, make it difficult to clarify whether a sufficiently repaired capsule is able to prevent the femoral head from dislocating. With introduction of passive force elements into the present musculoskeletal model, it can
be further analyzed how reattached muscles and reconstructed capsular structures effect hip joint stability after following the posterior approach. Subsequent research may broaden the picture by considering all relevant surgical approaches along with their potential soft tissue damage and their interaction with THR design and positioning.

With regard to joint stability, orthopedic surgeons often use larger head sizes in order to treat hip joints being at risk of instability or suffering from recurrent dislocation. It is well-established that THRs equipped with larger femoral heads and therefore advantageous head-neck ratios generally benefit from an enhanced RoM [3,24,52,65,103] and higher resting torques after impingement [15,215] in contrast to their smaller counterparts. Although their properties were reflected in diminishing dislocation rates, complications other than instability have emerged, even leading to implant failure [354]. These include elevated friction torques in the case of lubrication breakdown [37], and wear mechanisms seen at the taper connection [38]. Elkins and co-workers [110,111] substantiated the trade-offs between maximizing stability and minimizing wear such that almost no benefits were seen in using larger head sizes.

Meanwhile, so-called tripolar THR systems demonstrated to reliably reduce the dislocation rates in high-risk patients [152,315], offering prospects for an alternative approach without the complications affecting larger heads. Tripolar THRs additionally use an intermediate component which articulates between the acetabular cup and the femoral head [25]. Besides retrospective clinical outcomes and theoretical groundwork on functionality [222], however, little is known about wear, joint stability and dislocation resistance of these type of implants. Fabry et al. [119] revealed an unstable dynamic behavior of tripolar designs with concentrically aligned center of rotation, where the intermediate component is moved only by contacting the stem, and tends to stick on extreme positions. This behavior may cause subsequent complications such as joint instability or wear-associated failure. On the contrary, the same study proved over a number of load cycles that the dynamics of eccentric designs rely on a self-centering effect and relative motion being controlled by the direction of the force vector. Whereas these results were obtained under in vivo load conditions [118], investigations addressing THR dislocation were solely performed under idealized load and movement conditions [119,151]. In this sense, HiL simulations may help to further elucidate the stability of eccentric tripolar THRs for dislocation-associated maneuvers in comparison to standard THRs with comparable head sizes.

In the context of fundamental research, it remains a challenging question of how the neuromusculoskeletal system actually governs joint motion and loading in response to rapid instability processes. Inverse dynamics used in the implemented musculoskeletal model takes the form of an ideal motion control maintaining the exact angular motion according to the data provided no matter the costs. Applied torques due to impingement or passive soft tissue forces are simply added or subtracted from the net joint torque. This implicates that
in case of instability no response along the free directions, such as acceleration, deceleration or stop of the movement, is possible which one might expect. As this approach may be considered as valid working hypothesis due to lack of data to study THR dislocation without reaction of the nervous system, it may not reflect reality completely. Bergmann et al. [35] recorded force data from instrumented patients experiencing unexpected stumbling that largely exceeded maximum voluntary contraction. As interpreted by the authors, the nervous system tries to regain stability by full muscle activation escalating joint resistance due to friction and stiffened muscle structures against external torques. Regarding the force data retrieved under test conditions in the same study, the triggered reflex mechanism is reflected by a drop of the hip joint contact force followed by a sudden but time-delayed force increase. This may suggest that joint instability involve first poorly controlled motion due to an unexpected alteration in the dynamic equilibrium and second a time-delayed full muscle activation as neurophysiological response. One promising way to transfer this behavior into a musculoskeletal model might be to follow a forward dynamics approach (compare chapter 2.3.3). Within this approach, neural excitation patterns may be determined for instability-associated tasks according to a dynamic optimization procedure whose physiological cost function accounts for the reflex mechanism. The activation dynamics ensures a time delay between neural excitation and muscle activation. Implemented into the HiL environment, this approach would allow for complex analyses of THR dislocation dynamics including the influence of neurophysiological parameters.

Given these prospects for applications in orthopedic research, the HiL approach constitutes a comprehensive testing tool that complements existing simulation and experimental methods. Apart from dislocation scenarios, it may also contribute to investigations addressing other failure mechanisms of THRs. For instance, Damm et al. [80] suspected an association between friction and implant loosening. By calculation of friction related quantities from eight in vivo measurements using ceramic-on-polyethylene bearings in the instrumented implants, they estimated peak friction torques of 0.26 %BWm on average. Two- to three-fold higher friction torques obtained in the scope of this work disclose comparable magnitudes in view of the metal-on-polyethylene bearing being used here under dry conditions. Furthermore, Heller et al. [172] assembled load profiles including hip joint contact forces and muscle loading from a validated musculoskeletal model for further in vitro testing. Beyond both studies mentioned, HiL based analyses deliver complete sets of physiological-like data concerning consistent hip joint contact forces and friction torques, active muscle and passive soft tissue forces, if implemented, and the corresponding relative motion. These data sets may be used as boundary conditions in subsequent FEM studies to investigate effects on implant loosening, wear or primary and secondary implant stability. Moreover, the data sets may provide a solid groundwork for pre-clinical, standardized testing promoting more realistic test conditions in terms of physiological loading.
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While considerable improvements have been achieved in implant technology and surgical techniques, complications after total knee arthroplasty remain an insistent challenge to orthopedic surgeons. This is especially the case where patients suffer from constant pain and functional impairment with no signs of infection or loosening. The difficulty in treatment even aggravates for patient and surgeon alike when subtle instability patterns evolve into multiple instability phenomena, or provoke other failure mechanisms such as aseptic loosening, wear and fracture [356]. In this manner, instability prevails as one of the major reasons for TKR revision. Clinical assessments, however, illustrate great uncertainties and inconsistencies in specifying related causes and risk factors. Ligamentous insufficiency, which is generally the cause of an unstable native knee joint, is not necessarily identical to TKR instability. Nevertheless, it seems to provide the basis of the clinical perception that instability is equivalent to kinematic discrepancies of the artificial tibiofemoral joint [11,286,327]. Such effects may be barely distinguishable in daily clinical practice from kinematic implications due to loosened, worn or broken implant components or fractured bones, without elaborate examination. The circumscribed problem is substantiated by the fact that there are almost no profound definitions of underlying failure mechanisms associated to TKR instability apart from patterns and phenomena categorized by clinicians [221,276,299,327,393,427]. Therefore, the question is still what the driving mechanisms are along with their influencing factors leading to erratic, adverse or excessive relative motion.

From the orthopedic surgeon’s perspective, successful implantation depends on an appropriate balance between the extension and flexion gaps and correct placement of TKR components. Keeping that in mind, a variety of potential chains of effects can be postulated set in relation to six distinct instability phenomena described by clinicians for rather unconstrained TKRs: Symmetric extension instability [299,327] is viewed as a result of an enlarged rectangular extension gap, due to increased bone resection at the distal femoral and/or the proximal tibial side and its inadequate filling. This may lead to larger compliance in all directions and hence erratic relative motion in knee extension. The extension gap is defined by the amount of bone resection at the distal end of the femur and the proximal part of the tibia along with the tension of the collateral ligaments. Its filling depends on the choice of the component sizes, augments used and inlay thickness. In the absence of neuromuscular disorders, additional laxity of the collateral ligaments enhances hyperextension, also known as genu recurvatum [122,263,299,393,427].

The phenomena most perceived by clinicians is asymmetric (or varus-valgus) extension instability [122,146,276,299,327,393,427]. One potential mechanism is seen in angular errors of bone resection generating an asymmetric extension gap. Subsequent axial malignment
of the components may provoke lateral or medial opening in extended position where only one condyle is in contact (condylar lift-off). Here, the shape of the distal femoral and the proximal tibial bone cuts as well as the component alignment with respect to the mechanical axis are crucial influencing factors. Another cause for an asymmetric extension gap is given by improper balanced collateral ligaments due to one-sided contracture or excessive release. The consequent laxity in one of the collateral ligaments gives room for erratic movements within the frontal plane in full extension. Matsueda et al. [258] expounded in their specimen-based study the impact of medial or lateral soft tissue release sequences on the corresponding gap angulation in the frontal plane. Furthermore, varus-valgus alignment was shown to determine the load distribution within the two compartments [154, 406]. In specimens with more lax collateral ligaments, Werner et al. [406] even noticed aberrant abduction (adduction) and lateral (medial) loading at full extension for valgus (varus) aligned knees, unacceptable for patients.

Condylar lift-off phenomena are also present in flexion [146, 313]. A profuse rotated femoral component along the femoral shaft, often regarded as malrotation, fills the flexion gap in an asymmetric manner. The asymmetry narrows the space between the condyles in one compartment towards $90^\circ$, such that the other opens up. Lateral or medial lift-off phenomena were detected in vivo during fluoroscopic analyses [91, 366]. Insall et al. [187] confirmed a definite correlation to the rotational positioning of the femoral component, stating that the incidence is reduced by an alignment parallel to the epicondylar axis. Further specimen-based testing by Anouchi et al. [8] exposed that an internally rotated femoral component, along with perpendicular tibial resection, augments medial and relieves lateral collateral ligament tension in flexion due to altered dimensions of the posterior femur; with the effect of lateral opening, forced into tibial abduction (valgus) under load. Similar kinematic interrelations were also observed within a MBS study [382].

Some patients suffer from pain and a sense of instability during flexion despite correct TKR alignment and fixation. After careful examinations, these indications were often ascribed to anteroposterior instability [276, 299, 313, 393, 427]. In theory, a couple of chains of effects can be linked with such phenomena depending on the TKR type [122, 298, 342, 348, 403]. In PCR total knee implants, over resection of the posterior femur or a raised tibial slope widens the flexion gap in comparison to the extension gap. The mismatch along with an inadequate filling of the flexion gap may permit larger compliance and hence relative movements, especially in anteroposterior direction during flexion. In addition, the posterior cruciate ligament is known to be the primary restraint to posterior translation in the native knee [53, 143, 145, 149]. Insufficiency of this structure due to excessive release, intraoperative damage or rupture after implantation may therefore be related to anomalous anterior or posterior translations until subluxation.
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In fact, there is biomechanical evidence on the impact of tibial slope and posterior cruciate ligament tension using PCR implants. Catani et al. [56] found a correlation in their fluoroscopic study of daily maneuvers between the posterior slope and the maximal position of the lateral contact point in posterior direction. The posterior cruciate ligament was identified as an important structure for restoration of normal anteroposterior knee kinematics [244, 280]. Release of this ligament was noted to enlarge the flexion gap [258]. Furthermore, a larger tibial slope was demonstrated to reduce posterior cruciate tension at higher flexion angles [297, 436], such that overloading may be prevented often regarded to induce late postoperative rupture. Zelle et al. [436] detected within their FEM study that an over-tight posterior cruciate ligament can also generate excessive femoral rollback till subluxation. In cases emulating release instead, they noticed anterior translation of the femoral component with respect to the tibia during flexion; a motion pattern contrary to the native knee which was monitored earlier in PCR TKRs within fluoroscopic studies [29, 66, 89, 367, 368, 404] or during mechanical testing [93, 250]. As concluded by Clary et al. [67], such adverse femoral translation is caused by an abrupt reduction from the distal to the posterior radii of the femoral component. The opposite relation apparently yields femoral rollback.

In PS implants, anteroposterior translation is governed by the cam-post mechanism which is designed to limit motion especially in posterior direction. Its functionality and mechanics were verified in various biomechanical investigations [9, 55, 85, 88, 121, 126, 186, 242–244, 257, 280, 295, 310]. But as for PCR implants, an enlarged flexion gap due to excessive bone resection or tibial slope provides anteroposterior and proximodistal compliance such that substantial posterior translation may occur, whereas the dislocation process is only constrained by the cam-post engagement. In this context, the tibial slope was highlighted to affect these cam-post interactions [127, 128, 312]. A similar impact is contributed to excessive lateral release including the posterior oblique ligament and the posterolateral corner; structures known to prevent augmented posterior translation in the native knee after resection of the posterior cruciate ligament [53, 145, 149, 309, 325, 391]. Depending on the post’s height, further distraction may unlock the cam-post mechanism followed by frank dislocation in any direction. The same may apply to more constraint TKR types such as VVC or rotating hinge implants, where the flexion gap is additionally compromised due to further ligamentous and capsular insufficiencies [313, 401, 402]. Such a dislocation phenomena to occur may require deficiencies of the extensor mechanism like patellar subluxation or dislocation, fracture or tendon rupture [348].

A phenomenon controversially discussed by clinicians is midflexion instability [299, 313, 327, 427], with no signs of an unstable knee at full extension and 90° flexion. Over resection of the distal femur or under resection of the proximal tibia elevates the tibiofemoral joint line in extension. If not compensated by implant size or augments, it is assumed that the elevated joint line induces ligament laxity around 45° flexion providing larger compliance in all direc-
tions with unpredictable mediolateral and adduction/abduction movements in PCR or PS implants. A similar effect is attributed to a large medial release which manifests in laxity of the medial collateral ligament during flexion, in addition to the relaxed lateral and posterior structures [221,393]. Compensating excessive resection of the distal femur by a thicker tibial inlay, on the contrary, leaves the joint line elevated, but stretches the flexion gap and tensions the posterior cruciate (in PCR implants) and the collateral ligaments in flexion. This enables restriction of motion towards higher degrees of flexion. Likewise, femoral under or tibial over resection results into a lowered joint line which tightens the ligaments during flexion. The pronounced ligament forces may impede knee motion in midrange with a tendency to knee stiffness.

This problem of ligament laxity or tightening during flexion was subjected to a few biomechanical analyses. The position of the joint line was de facto shown to correlate with forces of the posterior cruciate and collateral ligaments [128], and effect both tibio- and patellofemoral loading [219]. Whiteside et al. [410] investigated the effect of inlay thickness with reference to a normal implanted knee, indicating amplified adduction/abduction rotations for a thinner inlay at all flexion positions tested, in contrast to decreased varus-valgus and internal/external rotations towards higher flexion for a thicker inlay. Furthermore, Martin et al. [256] positioned the femoral component in human knee specimens 5 mm in equivalent anterior and proximal direction with respect to the native joint line. Their testing revealed significantly larger adduction/abduction rotations and anteroposterior translations in midflexion compared to native knees, whereas two specimens could even be dislocated under lowered quadriceps load. By placing the femoral component posterodistally, they observed a reduction of relative motion in all directions tested along with binding phenomena during flexion. In this sense, positioning of the joint line appears to vitally contribute to midflexion stability, set by the femoral and tibial resection depths, implant size and positioning, as well as inlay thickness.

In the native knee, it is well documented that regular tibiofemoral flexion is accompanied by external rotation of the femur relative to the tibial plateau [314], whereas free motion is feasible along internal and external rotational direction, respectively, with higher degrees of flexion [41,42]. After TKR implantation, however, certain phenomena appear to disturb rotational kinematics, all related to rotational instability [32]. The medial parapatellar approach is characterized by incision of all medial restraints of the patella what tends to lateralize the extensor mechanism [336]. As a consequence, the quadriceps muscle applies an external torque on the tibia augmenting tibial external rotation during extension. Another pattern is seen to emerge from an externally malrotated femoral component which implies tightening of the posterolateral corner including the popliteal tendon. The preloaded structures exert an additional torque which amplifies internal rotation of the tibia during flexion.
This effect was proven by Nagamine et al. [285] who noticed increased internal and decreased external rational compliance beyond 45° flexion after placing the femoral component 8° externally with respect to the posterior condyles. Besides excessive motion patterns, kinematics opposite to the native knee were reported earlier in fluoroscopic studies of TKR patients [21,90,366]. Werner et al. [406] indicated that a varus-aligned femoral component provokes external and a valgus-aligned component internal rotation at maximum flexion during an emulated gait cycle; findings which connect axial malalignment with adverse rotations.

In TKRs with mobile bearing inlays [313,383], an asymmetric flexion gap due to collateral ligament imbalance enforces condylar engagement in one compartment during flexion. This is believed to generate an additional torque on the inlay inducing excessive rotational motion until its lateral or medial spin-out. Stukenborg-Colsman et al. [370] also mentioned in their specimen-based study that inadvertent relative motion of the mobile bearing occurred when placing the tibial tray in more than 10° malrotation. In general, Whiteside and coworkers [409,410] emphasized the importance of correct collateral ligament tension to restore normal rotational kinematics for TKRs.

It is clear that the chains of effects postulated above may only reflect idealizations of the situation in situ. They may also occur in combination intensifying the severity of the instability patterns, what may result in often noted global instability [122,146,356,393]. These postulations, however, point out two essential aspects. On the one hand, clinical observation and experience indeed allow delineation of possible chain of effects and identification of factors contributing to instability phenomena. But those descriptions often appear ambiguous and not far-reaching enough to distinguish between cause and effect. On the other hand, there is almost no biomechanical evidence for the majority of the outlined instability patterns and their precise kinematic consequences for patients. As displayed for each phenomena, only a few studies deal with the impact of influencing factors, let alone the investigation and quantification of actual processes leading to instability in vivo. One reason for this circumstance is certainly due to the major concern of illuminating the overall performance of TKR implants in comparison to the native knee rather than mere stability effects. Another reason is to be seen in the limitations inherent in present biomechanical approaches.

The crucial issue for investigating instability processes is to generate realistic TKR dynamics with incorporation of ligament and muscle forces. In this respect, fluoroscopic studies [9,29,55–57,85,88,121,218,257,269] provided insights on TKR kinematics under in vivo conditions for weight bearing or step up tasks. Although some of them even identified instability patterns such as condylar lift-off or movements opposite to the native knee [21,66,89–91,187,366–368,404], ethical reasoning prohibits any variations of influencing factors related to joint failure putting patients at risk. The same applies to all investigations with instrumented TKRs [96–99,101,154,168,228,281,376,377,388,438].
Discussion

Hence, specimen-based testing has taken on a key role which allows at least TKR assessment under the influence of a physiological ligament apparatus. Several experimental setups [204, 295–297, 370] were established emulating only flexion/extension movements driven by an actuated quadriceps tendon. Robotic systems were utilized for specifying the tibiofemoral motion during passive TKR flexion as reference to the path obtained under loaded conditions and/or varying implant types [242–244, 280]. Within other approaches the specimens were mounted into a test rig resembling a closed kinematic chain, similar to the Oxford knee simulator [435]. Those test rigs were used to study the effect of constant loads applied along internal/external, varus/valgus and/or anterior/posterior directions at flexion angles kept constant by fixation or a quadriceps force counterbalancing the net weight [8, 198, 256, 285, 333, 408–411]. The test protocols mentioned may represent an excellent way to characterize the condition of the ligament apparatus after TKR implantation or the effect of certain design features, but remain too idealized as regards instability scenarios. Further studies based on closed-loop test rigs [8, 50, 102, 251, 256, 319, 320, 369, 429] considered TKR kinematics under quadriceps-driven load situations comparable to knee bending or stair climbing. All these studies, however, suffer from a major shortcoming apart from non-reproducibility and complicated comparability. They generally disregard the passive and active contribution to TKR dynamics of all other muscular structures spanning the knee joint, such as the gastrocnemius, sartorius, gracilis and popliteus muscles as well as the iliotibial tract. The same limitation holds for MBS simulations which reproduced these in vitro test conditions [71, 186, 204, 310, 382].

In order to emulate dynamic activities, Maletsky and Hillberry [252] introduced load profiles in their test rig applied onto actuated axis along with a compliant, position controlled quadriceps actuator. This approach enabled them to indirectly consider active muscle forces by duplicating desired tibiofemoral flexion angle and compressive force, obtained from a musculoskeletal model, by means of an integrated control strategy. Based on the test rig, Werner et al. [406] assessed the influence of varus-valgus malalignment during gait. Other researchers generated valid dynamic FEM models which reproduced the functionality of the test rig to simulate walking and/or deep knee bending of TKR equipped specimens [17, 18, 67, 155]. Fitzpatrick et al. [123] even refined the FEM analyses by incorporating additional actuators along with an enhanced control system to match more complex tibiofemoral load conditions. Using these advancements, several FEM studies [126–128] were conducted for stance-phase gait, squatting or step-down activities with variations of implant design and positioning, whereas the desired load conditions were derived from data of instrumented TKR patients [228].

In general, the approach followed by these researches allows to find consistent TKR kinematics and load profiles for the actuators at the hip and ankle joints. Yet prescribing tibiofemoral loading or external actuator forces adhere to the assumption that these quantities remain invariant for a given TKR implanted into a task-specific musculoskeletal system.
5.3 Instability of Total Knee Replacements under Physiological Conditions

Besides the kinematic impact, however, numerous studies documented that alterations of TKR design [96,101,168,228], alignment [154,173,381], joint line position [219] or soft tissue balancing [97] entail changes in tibiofemoral contact forces and load distribution in vivo. More precisely, this means that any variation in implant type and design, positioning and alignment as well as soft tissue structures affects the musculoskeletal dynamics of the entire system disproving the assumption of invariant tibiofemoral, hip and ankle loads. This is particularly the case for instability scenarios where the actual dynamics of the process and hence joint loading is a priori unknown. In a couple of other FEM and MBS models, respectively, researchers applied a constant ground reaction force to the tibia instead [22,248,433,436,437]. The external load was counterbalanced by a quadriceps force with a constrained femur to mimic physiological conditions during a flexion task. Apart from the apparent lack of active muscle structures, none of these studies provided sufficient validation in terms of tibiofemoral loading. Zelle et al. [436] even chose to omit collateral ligaments, bringing their noted spin-out subluxation of a PCR implant into question.

In this context, HiL simulations have the potential to broaden the present approaches for investigating TKR stability. Clinicians recognized that instability phenomena were often reported by patients during weight-bearing or knee bending, rising from a chair, and stair ascending or descending [298, 403, 428]. By embedding an MBS model with an adequate representation of soft tissue structures into the HiL environment, such activities can be examined in more detail, while varying influencing factors related to the possible chains of effects postulated above. The MBS model ensures to deliver physiological boundary conditions required to simulate TKR dynamics even during extreme maneuvers, making prescribed loading used in other approaches redundant. Whilst the HiL simulation is in progress, the fed back displacements may provoke changes of TKR dynamics due to ligament elongation, as demonstrated in a previous study [177]. Studies based on musculoskeletal models [350,417], however, revealed that muscles essentially contribute to relative knee motion and stability besides the ligament apparatus. Due to the superimposing effect of active muscle and passive ligament forces on TKR motion, validation of the HiL approach seems to be more complicated than for THR testing. Therefore, the HiL simulation presented within this work focused primarily on the replication of TKR dynamics in vitro.

Given this validation strategy for testing TKRs, certain implications need to be mentioned concerning the current HiL configuration. The embedded MBS model emulates the in vitro test conditions of Kessler et al.’s experimental setup [204]. Hence, it bears similar limitations. The motion simulated is restricted to open-chain flexion or extension of one PCR implant. Only major ligament structures (patellar, posterior cruciate and collateral ligaments) were implemented. Influences on TKR kinematics due to active muscles, the posterior aspects of the ligament apparatus as well as medial/lateral patellar soft tissue restraints were neglected. Any results using this configuration may, therefore, not be comparable to other TKR types or
designs, and activities close to in vivo conditions. Furthermore, the model is based on a MBS approach involving analogous idealizations and simplifications of the real mechanical system [68,69,337–339,420] as specified in detail for the musculoskeletal model aforementioned (see chapter 5.2). These include the discretization into rigid segments, the modeling of inertia properties and the representation of articulations as idealized joints. The patellofemoral motion was prescribed by experimental data such that parameters known to alter patellar dynamics [71,124,129,176,204,219,319,320] may not be surveyed further. Moreover, ligament structures were represented by straight line elements assuming parallel, homogeneous fiber bundles. The elements were modeled as spring-damper combination which may not reflect all viscoelastic properties of real ligaments [237].

Despite these limitations the results of the HiL simulation agreed well with the specimen-based measurements [204]. Only predicted internal/external rotations deviated from the measurements, reproducing well the general trend but remaining outside the envelope of the in vitro values. The deviations may be explained by varying implant positioning used for the HiL simulation and during experimental testing. All other predictions fell within the envelopes of the in vitro data. Given this outcome it can be inferred that the HiL test system is already capable of generating comparable TKR kinematics and loading as seen in vitro. However, it can certainly be disputed whether such limited test conditions allow investigation of realistic instability processes. In that respect, further improvements appear obligatory for the embedded MBS model.

On the one hand, the representation of the ligament apparatus by only the posterior cruciate and the collateral ligaments, each represented as single bundle, does not replicate the anatomic situation completely. It is well appreciated that other structures play an important role in restraining tibiofemoral motion, like the posterior oblique ligament [232,309,325], the oblique popliteal ligament [234], and the posterolateral corner [53,145,148,149,233,247,259,391,405] including the popliteus complex, the popliteofibular ligament and the fabellofibular ligament. Researchers additionally differentiate ligamentous structures into several fiber bundles. Depending on the study quoted the posterior cruciate ligament, for instance, is subdivided into two up to four bundles [75,160], the medial collateral ligament into at least two [232]. In this manner, each ligament may be implemented into the MBS model according to anatomic attachment sites with a sufficient amount of bundles modeled as straight line elements. Some elements may even require integration of bone wrapping, in order to account for potential bone-ligament interactions [39].

Besides anatomically correct representation, the forces applied by those elements crucially depend on the choice of the constitutive law. The parallel spring-damper combination used in this work may reproduce the elastic material behavior of ligaments to a valid extent [40,241], but entails weaknesses in time-dependent effects such as creeping or relaxation. These effects vitally contribute to the material behavior at accelerations beyond quasi-static conditions,
which may also be expected during instability events. One way to resolve this problem is by implementing the viscoelastic constitutive law proposed by Lehner [237] which was validated against specimens tested under various load conditions. The constitutive law even describes the stress-strain behavior until rupture. This denotes a crucial aspect for TKR stability, especially concerning the posterior cruciate ligament [403].

A major challenge in biomechanical modeling, however, remains the identification of appropriate values for all ligament parameters involved. Baldwin et al. [19] assessed ligament stiffnesses, initial strains and attachment points, parameters well-known for their inherent variability in situ, by using a probabilistic approach within their FEM analyses of the native knee. They found a valid representation for these parameters adjusted to experimental test data. Since probabilistic methods do not necessarily determine the global optimum within the parameter space due to the mathematical formulation they are based on, Baldwin et al.’s approach may be enhanced by incorporating a more comprehensive test protocol [8, 198, 256, 285, 333, 408–411], and varying states of the ligament apparatus as performed during selective characterization of ligament function [53, 145, 148, 149, 247, 309, 325, 334, 372, 391]. This way not only a high level of detail may be achieved within the MBS model, but also adequate validity in terms of ligament functionality.

On the other hand, investigation of instability-associated maneuvers necessitates implementation of active muscular structures. An important element of this task is the physiological representation of the extensor mechanism and the patellofemoral joint within musculoskeletal models [69]. One simplified way is to solely provide the patellar deflection along the trochlear groove by introducing segment-fixed via-points (compare chapter 3.3.3). More commonly, the spatial path of the patella is prescribed or fully constrained, respectively, either as a function of knee flexion [142, 171] or by an inextensible link to the tibia [273, 274]. Although these options comply with an inverse dynamics approach, they have their drawbacks concerning any implication on patellar tracking after TKR implantation, not to mention patellar subluxation or dislocation. Such effects are included when describing patellar motion with six degrees of freedom and imposing contact conditions for the patellofemoral articulation [164, 176, 206, 246, 311].

Notwithstanding this and other modeling tasks, a number of musculoskeletal models have shown to reproduce TKR loading close to in vivo conditions using inverse or forward dynamics. Lu et al. [249] compared axial forces for two patients assuming a planar load case. They estimated well hip extension and flexion exercises in both subjects, but obtained larger deviations for level walking. Taylor et al. [378] assessed tibiofemoral loading during stair climbing and gait using a MBS model previously validated against in vivo hip contact forces [171], revealing reasonable outcomes compared to the literature. Furthermore, Kim et al. [210] and Lin et al. [246] predicted muscle forces during gait on the basis of data from one patient equipped with an instrumented TKR [438]. Both models showed
good agreement between calculated and in vivo measured knee contact forces. Other stud-
ies [5, 142, 164, 206, 274, 311, 381, 417] also displayed outcomes comparable to in vivo joint
contact forces derived from the literature.

These considerations emphasize the opportunity to gain physiologically realistic boundary
conditions for TKR evaluation within the HiL environment. Therefore, the first objective for
improving the current HiL configuration should be focused on implementing an appropriate
and valid ligament apparatus; the second is to extend the MBS model by active muscle
structures. The musculoskeletal model presented earlier within this work provides a sound
basis for achieving these goals, following the example of Taylor et al. [378]. Overall validity
of the HiL test system can then be assessed for normal activities against complete load data
derived from instrumented TKR patients [96, 101, 135, 168, 228]. Supposing still reasonable
muscle force estimation TKR dynamics can be replicated for instability-associated maneu-
vers [298, 403, 428] within the scope of further analyses. These allow for close illumination of
all possible chains of effects and factors affecting knee stability such as implant type, design
and positioning, as well as release sequences. In order to detect erratic, adverse or exces-
sive motion comparisons can be drawn with the kinematics of a stable TKR, or the native
tibiofemoral joint [134, 314] specified as baseline. A promising method may also consist in
taking accelerations as basis of valuation [324]. In this manner, HiL simulation may give
more profound insights on actual instability processes present in patients and verify potential
mechanisms related to TKR instability.
6 Conclusions and Outlook

Instability-associated failure prevails as a fundamental problem after total hip and knee arthroplasty. The only option in treatment often consists of revision surgery. Such an intervention can comprise further drawbacks and risks, particularly in cases where the driving cause is not eliminated intraoperatively. Thus, it is of great importance for surgeons and patients alike, to prevent instability and related consequences from the outset. Prevention, however, requires knowledge and understanding of underlying mechanisms and factors contributing to the failure process. As regards THRs, impingement-based levering out and spontaneous separation were identified as relevant mechanisms leading to a dislocated hip. Implant design and positioning are well known to be crucial impact factors for standard THR types. In contrast to that, there is little evidence in how exactly soft tissue structures engage during dislocation. This also applies to the impact of specific implant parameters which alter the geometric proportions and hence musculoskeletal dynamics. As far as TKRs are concerned, tremendous efforts were spent to gain insights on TKR functionality and performance compared to the native knee. These include investigation of factors influencing TKR kinematics, such as implant type, design and positioning as well as surgical parameters. Apart from a few instability patterns, however, a wide gap is prevalent between biomechanical comprehension and phenomena set in reference to instability by clinicians; let alone the precise definition of underlying mechanisms and influencing factors. It is still unclear how both ligament and muscular structures effect the process leading to erratic, adverse or excessive TKR motion.

Given these circumstances, biomechanical investigations appear inevitable which ideally cope with the demands of in vivo conditions. As measurements in patients are afflicted with ethical objections, researchers generally operate on the basis of three approaches, each with inherent shortcomings. Retrospective studies are primarily limited in illuminating cause and effect on a systematic framework, unlike real testing or simulations. Both mechanical and in vitro test setups do not allow adequate incorporation of active muscle structures. Besides, human specimens make reproducible and comparable evaluations difficult due to their time-dependent decay and individual variability. The problem of reproducibility and comparability appears to be resolved by using simulations based on MBS or FEM models, though complex contact modeling is limited. Within a couple of studies prescribed load situations were applied derived from musculoskeletal models or instrumented patients. Although this
method promises physiological conditions, it neglects the a priori unknown impact of soft
tissue interaction during instability processes, and alterations in musculoskeletal dynamics
due to parameter variations. Therefore, the purpose of this work was to present a compre-
hensive approach which is capable of overcoming these trade-offs. The essential idea of this
approach lies in the extraction of the anatomic and physiological environment of the joint of
interest into a MBS model. The model interacts with the real implant components by means
of a physical setup forming a HiL simulation. In this way, the advantages of real testing
and model-based simulation are combined, permitting stability assessment under dynamic,
reproducible and physiological conditions.

In order to ensure physiologically realistic test conditions, validation of the HiL test system
is mandatory. As the main function of the embedded model is to deliver physiological
boundary conditions, the validation strategy within this work was to compare predicted
joint loading against experimental data. For THR testing, a musculoskeletal model was
developed which allows for muscle force estimations whilst the HiL simulation is in progress.
The outcomes for two common maneuvers agreed well in trend and magnitude with the
hip joint contact force components derived from three patients with instrumented THRs.
Hence, it can be inferred that the HiL test system is able to replicate comparable THR
dynamics as present in patients. Under the assumption that estimated muscle forces are
still physiologically reasonable for extreme maneuvers, several challenges regarding THR
stability can be addressed in subsequent studies based on the current HiL configuration.
These include the dynamic influence of implant design and positioning, the contribution of
muscular and capsular structures, or the performance of eccentric tripolar systems.

Concerning TKR testing, a MBS model was implemented into the HiL environment which
emulates in vitro test conditions derived from an experimental setup. The outline of the
model enabled direct comparison to the corresponding specimen-based measurements re-
vealing overall good correlation. Given this outcome, it can be concluded that the HiL test
system is also capable of reproducing comparable TKR kinematics and loading as present
under in vitro conditions. But the configuration at this stage does not meet the requirements
for investigating realistic instability processes without further improvements. These involve
the implementation of a more complex ligament apparatus into the model, along with active
muscle structures.

In the long term, HiL simulations have the potential to play a key role in the advancement
of orthopedic research. Apart from ongoing optimization of the test system, the concept of
HiL simulations can be easily transferred to other joints of the human body. Unsatisfac-
tory outcomes after total shoulder arthroplasty, for instance, are frequently characterized by
stiffness, instability, component malpositioning or malalignment [132, 163]. By implement-
ing a validated musculoskeletal model of the shoulder complex [293], the HiL approach may
assist in assessing functional impairment of total shoulder replacements, analogous to THR
and TKR testing. The same may apply to failures after total elbow or ankle arthroplasty, respectively. Moreover, wear testing standards were criticized not to replicate reality due to non-physiological load conditions [118, 289, 290]. In this regard, the HiL approach may represent a convenient way to introduce more physiological conditions into wear simulators. Depending on the model embedded several wear-associated maneuvers can be considered at different levels of intensity, what may be restricted with mere implementation of prescribed in vivo data. Beyond that, each HiL based analysis delivers a complete and consistent data set containing at best the entire musculoskeletal dynamics. These data sets may be used as boundary conditions in further studies to investigate effects on implant loosening, wear or fracture.

In the context of upcoming trends, there are a couple of aspects with regard to TJR instability which can be addressed in line with the HiL approach. Fregly et al. [135] stressed the importance of utilizing subject-specific models which reflect the musculoskeletal properties of unique patients. Based on such models, the risk of instability may be evaluated for each patient individually in the scope of HiL based assessments. Proceeding investigations may also consider a variety of individuals summarized into populations that represent male and female, young and elderly, or active and non-active patients. These would allow for more general conclusions to be drawn with respect to risk factors, in contrast to the "one model fits all" approach. The enormous task may be facilitated by incorporating sophisticated reduction, scaling and calibration methods into the modeling process comprising interindividual differences in bone morphology, soft tissue physiology, or motion control. Besides subject specificity, the high degree of parameter variability remains a huge challenge to be dealt with, including implant type, design and positioning, soft tissue condition, or type and intensity of maneuvers. Given the infinite amount of possible combinations, a few researchers [19, 106, 125] introduced probabilistic methods into the field of orthopedic research, such as Monte Carlo or advanced mean value approaches, which account for distributional characteristics instead of a manually fixed number. Incorporation of such methods into the HiL environment would not only offer effective treatment of crucial parameters, but also holistic evaluations with respect to their impact on TJR stability.

These prospects provide a vague idea of how the HiL approach can be utilized in the future. Insights based upon such evaluations may help researchers and implant developers to enhance and optimize existing implant designs and surgical techniques. They may be beneficial for the clinical practice alike. Orthopedic surgeons may be advised more effectively with respect to preoperative planning and surgical treatment in the case of primary, revision or tumor surgery.
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